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Agenda for consultative meeting of the LED
Monitoring Forum
Tuesday, 14th September, 2021, 9.30 am
Members of LED Monitoring Forum
Councillors

P Arnott, A Dent, B De Saram, S Hawkins
(Chair), P Hayward, N Hookway, J Loudoun,
V Johns, G Jung, G Pook, J Rowland.

Venue:

Online via zoom app

East Devon District Council
Blackdown House
Border Road
Heathpark Industrial Estate
Honiton
EX14 1EJ
DX 48808 HONITON
Tel: 01404 515616

Contact:

Debbie Meakin email
dmeakin@eastdevon.gov.uk; call 01395
517540
(or group number 01395 517546)
3 September 2021; re-issued 7 September 2021

www.eastdevon.gov.uk

Important - this meeting will be conducted online and recorded by Zoom only.
Please do not attend Blackdown House .
Members are asked to follow the Protocol for Remote Meetings
This meeting is being recorded by EDDC for subsequent publication on the Council’s
website and will be streamed live to the Council’s Youtube Channel at
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCmNHQruge3LVI4hcgRnbwBw
Public speakers are now required to register to speak – for more information please use
the following link: https://eastdevon.gov.uk/council-and-democracy/have-your-say-atmeetings/all-other-public-meetings/#article-content
Between 27th July 2021 to 17th January 2022, the Council has delegated much of the
decision making to officers. Any officer decisions arising from recommendations from a
consultative meeting can be found here –
Senior Officer Decision notices - East Devon.
1

Chair's introduction
To acknowledge LED Community Leisure outgoing Chairman Nigel Halford, and
welcome new Chairman, Richard Purchase.

2

Public Speaking
Information on public speaking is available online

3

Apologies

4

Declaration of interest
Guidance is available online to Councillors and co-opted members on making
declarations of interest

Mark Williams, Chief Executive
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5

Matters of urgency

6

Confidential/exempt item(s)
To agree any items to be dealt with after the public (including the Press) have
been excluded. There are three items which officers recommend should be dealt
with in this way.

7

Minutes of the previous meeting held on 6 July 2021 (Pages 3 - 8)
To recommend the minutes of the previous meeting held on 6 July 2021 for
senior officer approval.

Part A Matters for consultation in public session
8

LED Community Leisure 2019 Social Value report (Pages 9 - 33)

9

Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance (SOPG) DIAGNOSTIC final report
(Pages 34 - 73)

Part B Matters for consultation in private session
10

KPI Dashboard July 2021 (Page 74)

11

Facilities and Activities Report July/August 2021 (Pages 75 - 80)

12

LED and Cloakham Lawns Sports Club (Pages 81 - 83)

Decision making and equalities

For a copy of this agenda in large print, please contact the Democratic
Services Team on 01395 517546
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Agenda Item 7

EAST DEVON DISTRICT COUNCIL

Minutes of the meeting of LED Monitoring Forum held at Blackdown House,
EDDC and online on 6 July 2021
Attendance list at end of document
The meeting started at 6.03 pm and ended at 8.20 pm

55

Public Speaking
There were no members of the public registered to speak.

56

Minutes of the previous meeting held on 27 April 2021
The minutes of the previous meeting held on the 27 April 2021 were confirmed as a true
record of the meeting.

57

Declaration of interest
Cllr P Arnott: Minutes 60 – 62; 64 – 67 ;Personal Interest: Membership of LED Leisure.
Cllr G Jung; Minutes 60 – 62; 64 – 67; Personal Interest: Family members have
membership of LED Leisure.
Cllr A Moulding: Minute 66; Personal Interest: President of Cloakham Lawns Sports
Association and Trustee of Axminster Skate Park.
Cllr P Millar: Minute 66; Personal Interest: Member of LED Leisure.

58

Matters of urgency
There were no matters of urgency.

59

Confidential/exempt item(s)
There were three items agreed to be considered in private session.

60

LED update on operational matters: Community Wellbeing Report
The Forum received a report from the CEO of LED Community Leisure that set out
updates in the areas of:
 LED In Club
 Social Prescribing
 Health Referrals
 Community Engagement.
Work on delivery of these aspects was increasing, but the Forum were reminded that
some sectors of the community were still reluctant to return to the activities because of
concerns over Covid; this was also the case for those volunteers who assisted in the
delivery of activities. Participation was increasing, but slowly, and will take longer to
return to pre-Covid levels.
The Chair echoed the thanks voiced over the breadth of activities offered by LED that
aligned with the health and wellbeing ambitions of the Council.
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RESOLVED that the Community Wellbeing Report be noted.
61

SOPG Diagnostic highlights
Strategic Leisure Consultants gave a presentation to the Forum which outlined the main
highlights of their findings, following their commission to undertake a Strategic Outcomes
Planning Guidance (SPOG) Diagnostic, following the Sports England model.
Observations from the SPOG included:
 No Leisure Strategy with clear vision and priorities
 Outreach work not formalised in contract
 Opportunities to introduce formal KPIs into contract that are aligned with the
Council’s priorities
 Cost of dual use facilities
 No Playing Pitch Strategy.
The consultants had considered the key factors for the District, including age
demographics and how that varied between towns and rural areas; and pockets of
deprivation.
A detailed review of the existing contract had been made, and the difficulties in delivering
to that contract were highlighted, including
 Aging stock of facilities
 Limitations of dual-use sites – such as age of facilities and dated agreements
 Serving relatively small town populations
 Cost of providing a community reach officer to deliver programmes linked to the
Council’s Public Health Strategy.
Whilst the detailed report behind the findings was yet to be finalised and circulated, the
recommendations from Strategic Leisure on what was required were provided to the
Forum:
 A Leisure Strategy with vision and key objectives for the Council;
 An up to date evidence based assessment of individual sports facility needs to
inform the emerging Local Plan;
 Community Survey to provide comprehensive insight and inform the Leisure
Strategy;
 Further consultation with key stakeholders;
 Provision of bespoke Facility Planning Models to inform the Leisure Strategy;
 AN updated Playing Pitch Strategy;
 Review of all dual use arrangements;
 Undertake market testing exercise to determine if the leisure contract continues to
represent value for money for the Council;
 Review the Service Fee arrangement with LED and consider introduction of an
annual management fee, index linked for the remaining period of the contract.
Discussion on the findings included:
 Timeframe for delivering a Leisure Strategy by the consultants was expected to
take 6 to 7 months, subject to their appointment;
 There were difficulties in benchmarking against other authorities, because of the
variances in population, built facilities and offer; however further work suggested
in the recommendations would allow a review of what the District did for leisure,
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across various sectors, that would then provide a clear picture to the Council of
what the current market for leisure is;
Consultation would be managed carefully to manage expectation;
The consultants would work closely with the Council to engage with as many local
groups as possible;
The Council would need to consider a combination of facilities to provide the level
of service that the Council had decided was required and could afford;
Other local authorities were moving to some main facilities, with smaller satellite
services dispersed in key areas;
The Council needed to be clear on what services they wanted to deliver against
the budget available, but that would need to be based on the evidence of the
demand, which will have changed considerably but also impacted by the
pandemic;
The contract was deemed unusual by the consultants, because the risk element of
inflation and other changeable costs was covered by LED and built into a 5 year
payment agreement and the majority of building costs were met directly by the
Council;
A holistic approach to all forms of leisure was required in order for the Council to
decide what offer it should make in future, and what elements were better served
by the private sector.

The Forum thanked Strategic Leisure for their clear and concise recommendations.
RESOLVED that the SOPG diagnostic highlights be noted.

62

Leisure Strategy
The Forum considered the report of the Service Lead – Countryside and Leisure,
seeking approval to appoint consultants to develop the next stage to produce a Leisure
Strategy. The report outlined elements already identified that needed to be included in
the Strategy, as well as incorporating the recommendations from the diagnostic already
undertaken.
There was confidence that an element of funding this work could be drawn down from
Sport England.
RECOMMENDED to Cabinet that a recommendation be made to Council for the
approval of a maximum budget of £25,000 towards the production of a Leisure Strategy
for the Council which may be part funded from a Sports England Grant with the balance
met from the Transformation Fund.
Reason for Recommendation: To enable the Council, following the production of the
SPOG Diagnostic assessment, to move in line with Sport England guidance and begin
the work for the production of a Leisure Strategy in this financial year.

63

Exclusion of the press and public
That under section 100(A)(4) of the Local Government Act 1972 and in accordance with
the Local Authorities (Executive Arrangements)(Meetings and access to
Information)(England) Regulations 2012, the public (including the press) were excluded
from the meeting as exempt and private information was likely to be disclosed and on
balance the public interest is in disclosing the items in private session.
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64

LED update on operational matters: Key performance indicator
dashboard
The Forum received the dashboard for May 2021 and welcomed the format for the ease
of interpretation of performance. The dashboard would be improved over the coming
months and be regularly reported to the Forum.
RESOLVED that the Key Performance indicator dashboard be noted.

65

LED Operational Update: Facilities and Activities report
The update report provided by the Director of Delivery of LED Community Leisure
outlined steps taken in re-opening facilities and activity programmes.
Innovative alternatives, such as gym pods and outdoor exercise offers, were welcomed
by the Forum.
RESOLVED that the Facilities and Activities report be noted.

66

Cloakham Lawns update
The CEO LED Community Leisure provided a report to the Forum following discussion
on the wish of LED to relocate health and fitness to the Cloakham Lawns Club from the
school site.
The LED Board of Trustees had not yet agreed to a business case, but had agreed that
the proposal was supported in principle, subject to engagement with key partners to
establish a solution to the need to relocate the school site offer that was suffering from
diminished membership. Further consultation had taken place with local sports clubs to
make clear the proposal related to health and fitness offer. The Forum were asked if
progression on the proposal could continue with the engagement of stakeholders.
The Forum were keen to stress that any proposals must be in line with the Leisure
Strategy which as yet was not complete; and that any further discussion by stakeholders
must be held confidentially to protect commercial sensitivities, and press embargoed to
avoid any mixed messages reaching the public.
Cllr Andrew Moulding, as President of the Cloakham Lawns Association, stated that as
President, he would not make any press statement whilst confidential discussions were
taking place; and that he would discuss with the Chairman of the Cloakham Lawns
Association to ask that he made no public announcements while discussions were taking
place.
The CEO of LED Community Leisure also confirmed that he would not make any press
statement while discussions were taking place.
RECOMMENDED to Cabinet that a confidential consultation meeting on the proposal to
move health and leisure offer to Cloakham Lawns Sports Club be set up, with the
stakeholder membership agreed by the Chair of the LED Monitoring Forum; and that no
press statements are released by the Council until such discussions are complete.
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REASON to enable progress on the proposal concurrent to the work of developing a
Leisure Strategy and manage expectation of delivery.
67

Ongoing financial support
The Strategic Lead Finance discussed with the Forum his concerns for the 2022/23
budget preparation, with a view to going forward with a change to the service fee
agreement instead of agreeing to a 5 year period now that a one year period for 2022/23
was agreed whilst a Leisure Strategy was being developed. Details would be discussed
with LED and proposals brought back to the Forum for consideration.
RESOLVED that the update on ongoing financial support be noted.

Attendance List
Councillors present:
P Arnott (virtually)
B De Saram (at Blackdown House)
S Hawkins (Chair) (at Blackdown House)
N Hookway (at Blackdown House)
G Jung (at Blackdown House)
J Rowland (at Blackdown House)
Councillors also present (for some or all the meeting)
D Bickley
M Chapman
S Gazzard
S Jackson
P Millar
A Moulding
M Rixson
LED Community Leisure:
Peter Gilpin, CEO
Bridgette Jones, Director of Finance
Jamie Bryant, Director of Delivery
Nigel Halford, Chairman of LED Board
Strategic Leisure:
Liz Taylor
Rachel Sutcliffe
Officers in attendance:
Simon Davey, Strategic Lead Finance
Debbie Meakin, Democratic Services Officer
Charles Plowden, Service Lead Countryside and Leisure
Tim Child, Service Lead - Place, Assets & Commercialisation
John Golding, Strategic Lead Housing, Health and Environment
Councillor apologies:
A Dent
P Hayward
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J Loudoun
V Johns
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LED Community Leisure Social Value Analysis
Date: 17/08/2021
Issue: Final
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Introduction
Overview of LED Community Leisure
LED Community Leisure (LED) is a community leisure trust based in East Devon; officially, a Community Benefit Society
with charitable status, registered with the FCA.
LED’s Mission and Vision is “To be the community leisure provider of choice."
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LED’s Values are ‘Opportunities’, ‘Our Customers, ‘Our Team’ and ‘Sustainability’.
LED works in partnership with East Devon District Council (EDDC) and runs 12 facilities across East Devon with
activities such as Indoor and Outdoor Sports, Swimming, Exercise and Health, Children's holiday activity programmes,
Instruction and Educational programmes, Sporting Events, Outreach Community Events.
As a charity, LED’s aims are to provide facilities for recreation, sport, and cultural pursuits which are of the maximum
benefit to the community and accessible to all – improving physical and mental health, building stronger communities and
enabling people to reach their full potential. Multiple studies have examined the benefits of increased physical activity
on a range of issues that affect society; including life expectancy, economic activity, educational attainment and demand
for acute NHS services.
www.ledleisure.co.uk
2

Project overview
The project seeks to evaluate the social value generated across LED’s facilities in
the full calendar year of 2019 (1/1/19 – 31/12/19).
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OBJECTIVE

To provide a full calendar year breakdown into the Social Value generated across selected LED
Community Leisure operated facilities in 2019.

KEY
FEATURES

•
•
•
•

SITES

Outputs split into the following 7 sites:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Social value projections
Total value split into sub-categories: Subjective Wellbeing, Health, Education and Crime
Figures provided at a per-person level and detailed by member category
Analysis of the “Cases Prevented” among individuals as a result of participating in physical activity at sites.

Sidmouth Leisure Centre and Pool
Exmouth Leisure Centre
Exmouth Tennis Centre
Seaton Fitness Centre
Ottery St Mary Leisure Centre
Honiton Leisure Centre
Axminster Leisure Centre

Executive Summary
The social value generated annually across the selected sites during the 2019
calendar year was approximately £8.9 million
Total SV Split by Site
Sidmouth LC + Pool
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£678,699
Exmouth LC
£1,225,455
Exmouth Tennis Centre
£2,332,791

Seaton FC

£3,076,428

Ottery LC
Honiton LC

£588,627
Axminster LC
£577,983

4

£497,401

Social value generated – full contract
Improved health
£1,650,095
Improved subjective well-being
£7,037,765
Increased educational
£282,582
attainment
Reduced crime
£6,942
Total
£8,977,384
User calculations
Total users hitting the SV
threshold
Social value per individual user

21,637
£414.91

Measuring social value: An explanation (1/2)
Social Return on Investment is a framework for measuring the non-market economic,
social and environmental value created by an activity, organisation or intervention
“Social Return on Investment in Sport: A participation wide model for England1” was published in 2016
by Sheffield Hallam University and forms the basis of social value projections within this project.
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The research attempts to value the social impacts of participation in
sport in England. This study adopts economics definitions of social
benefits and costs*, which taken together are often termed social
impacts. Relevant benefits and costs include:
•
•

•
•

5

Changes in health care costs, derived from health changes of
individuals;
Changes in criminal justice system costs, derived from changes in
crime and antisocial behaviour and in pro-social behaviour and
citizenship;
The value of changes in human capital and productivity for society,
derived from education changes for individuals; and
The value of changes in social capital, derived from bonding,
bridging and linking capital changes, and changes in volunteering.

In addition, the research considers development of subjective wellbeing,
from both participation and volunteering in sport, as part of social
benefit.
*Further detail provided within the references section of this report

Estimating social value
The process has been undertaken across all sites, using historical data feeds
provided by LED, via the DataHub.
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The key outputs of the analysis are a projection of the total
social value at each facility, split into the 4 core categories
(Improved Health, Improved Subject-wellbeing, Increased
Educational Attainment and Reduction in Crime) and then
into granular sub-categories as highlighted below:
• Improved health
• CHD stroke
• Breast Cancer
• Colon Cancer
• Diabetes
• Dementia
• Good Health
• Increased educational attainment
• 11-18 educational attainment
• Enhanced Human capital
• Improved subject wellbeing
• Reduction in crime
6

Furthermore, an analysis of the membership base
has been undertaken to provide insight into the
frequency of member participation, the monetary
value per person in each category, the effect pay
and play visits has on social value generation and
the per person social value split for site
comparisons.
Definitions of membership types :
•
•
•
•

Core (4-time participation per month for 9-12
months annually)
Moderate (4-time participation per month for
5-8 months annually)
Infrequent (4-time participation per month for
1-4 months annually)
Non-members (casual/pay and play
individuals who do not have a membership)

Social value analysis – Overall 7 Site Summary
The social value for the selected sites across 2019 was £9million.
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User calculations
Total users hitting the SV threshold*
Social value per individual user
Social value generated
Improved health
Improved subjective well-being
Increased educational attainment
Reduced crime
Total

7

21,637
£414.91
£1,650,095
£7,037,765
£282,582
£6,942
£8,977,384

Type

People

Value

Value per person*

Core

224

£281,050

£1,254.69

Moderate

524

£396,377

£756.44

Infrequent

2,540

£519,981

£204.72

Non-members

18,349

£7,779,976

£424.00

*Based on research by Sheffield Hallam University, for a participant to generate social value they must participate a minimum of 4 visits over the course of a given month

Social value analysis breakdown
The social value for the health variables can be split down into sub-categories. The
number of cases prevented has also been calculated
Category

2019

Social Value projections
Cases Prevented
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CHD stroke

£461,071

321

Breast Cancer

£46,209

4

Colon Cancer

£48,078

3

Type 2 Diabetes

£172,577

121

Dementia

£643,095

50

Reduced GP Visits

£235,314

-

Depression

£43,785

402

Total

£1,650,095

The number of cases
prevented is identified by
calculating how many cases
of each disease/illness are
estimated to have been
avoided, as a result of
consistent physical activity.

*The social value generated by reduced GP visits relates to limiting the required GP
appointments/referrals for various treatments and the costs associated. Unlike the other health
categories, it does not focus on the prevalence rate and the reduced risk of specific diseases.

8

Social value analysis – Sidmouth LC and Pool
The social value for the whole site across 2019 was £1.2million.
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User calculations
Total users hitting the SV threshold*
Social value per individual user
Social value generated
Improved health
Improved subjective well-being
Increased educational attainment
Reduced crime
Total

9

2,942
£416.54
£290,279
£919,768
£15,001
£407
£1,225,455

The site social value has been benchmarked against the rest of
the sector, shown in the quartile analysis below.
The 1st quartile (red) represents the lowest performing sites in
the sector, with the highest performing sites falling in the 4th
quartile (green). The dotted line shows where the site sits,
compared to the industry.

Type

People

Value

Value per person*

Core

27

£36,396

£1,348.00

Moderate

45

£37,347

£829.93

Infrequent

291

£58,217

£200.06

Non-members

2,579

£1,093,496

£424.00

*Based on research by Sheffield Hallam University, for a participant to generate social value they must participate a minimum of 4 visits over the course of a given month

Social value analysis breakdown
The social value for the health variables can be split down into sub-categories.
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Category

Social Value projections
2019

CHD stroke

£80,851

Breast Cancer

£9,029

Colon Cancer

£8,431

Type 2 Diabetes

£30,261

Dementia

£112,769

Reduced GP Visits

£41,312

Depression

£7,678

Total

£290,279

*The social value generated by reduced GP visits relates to limiting the required GP
appointments/referrals for various treatments and the costs associated. Unlike the other health
categories, it does not focus on the prevalence rate and the reduced risk of specific diseases.

10

Social value analysis – Exmouth LC
The social value for the whole site across 2019 was £3million.
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User calculations
Total users hitting the SV threshold*
Social value per individual user
Social value generated
Improved health
Improved subjective well-being
Increased educational attainment
Reduced crime
Total

7,295
£421.72
£603,333
£2,373,326
£97,683
£2,086
£3,076,428

The site social value has been benchmarked against the rest of
the sector, shown in the quartile analysis below.
The 1st quartile (red) represents the lowest performing sites in
the sector, with the highest performing sites falling in the 4th
quartile (green). The dotted line shows where the site sits,
compared to the industry.

Type

People

Value

Value per person*

Core

84

109,205

£1,300.06

Moderate

225

172,960

£768.71

Infrequent

858

195,991

£228.43

Non-members

6,128

2,598,272

£424.00

*Based on research by Sheffield Hallam University, for a participant to generate social value they must participate a minimum of 4 visits over the course of a given month

Social value analysis breakdown
The social value for the health variables can be split down into sub-categories.
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Category

Social Value projections
2019

CHD stroke

£168,404

Breast Cancer

£17,525

Colon Cancer

£17,561

Type 2 Diabetes

£63,033

Dementia

£234,887

Reduced GP Visits

£85,926

Depression

£15,993

Total

£603,333

*The social value generated by reduced GP visits relates to limiting the required GP
appointments/referrals for various treatments and the costs associated. Unlike the other health
categories, it does not focus on the prevalence rate and the reduced risk of specific diseases.

12

Social value analysis – Exmouth Tennis Centre
The social value for the whole site across 2019 was £497,000.
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User calculations
Total users hitting the SV threshold*
Social value per individual user
Social value generated
Improved health
Improved subjective well-being
Increased educational attainment
Reduced crime
Total

1,297
£383.50
£104,214
£376,510
£16,222
£455
£497,401

The site social value has been benchmarked against the rest of
the sector, shown in the quartile analysis below.
The 1st quartile (red) represents the lowest performing sites in
the sector, with the highest performing sites falling in the 4th
quartile (green). The dotted line shows where the site sits,
compared to the industry.

Type

People

Value

Value per person*

Core

13

£18,840

£1,449.23

Moderate

30

£20,128

£670.93

Infrequent

242

£29,346

£121.26

Non-members

1,012

£429,088

£424.00

*Based on research by Sheffield Hallam University, for a participant to generate social value they must participate a minimum of 4 visits over the course of a given month

Social value analysis breakdown
The social value for the health variables can be split down into sub-categories.
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Category

Social Value projections
2019

CHD stroke

£29,244

Breast Cancer

£2,486

Colon Cancer

£3,049

Type 2 Diabetes

£10,946

Dementia

£40,789

Reduced GP Visits

£14,921

Depression

£2,777

Total

£104,214

*The social value generated by reduced GP visits relates to limiting the required GP
appointments/referrals for various treatments and the costs associated. Unlike the other health
categories, it does not focus on the prevalence rate and the reduced risk of specific diseases.

14

Social value analysis – Seaton FC
The social value for the whole site across 2019 was £577,000.
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User calculations
Total users hitting the SV threshold*
Social value per individual user
Social value generated
Improved health
Improved subjective well-being
Increased educational attainment
Reduced crime
Total

1,384
£417.62
£105,834
£442,184
£29,448
£517
£577,983

The site social value has been benchmarked against the rest of
the sector, shown in the quartile analysis below.
The 1st quartile (red) represents the lowest performing sites in
the sector, with the highest performing sites falling in the 4th
quartile (green). The dotted line shows where the site sits,
compared to the industry.

Type

People

Value

Value per person*

Core

25

£34,062

£1,362.48

Moderate

66

£53,467

£810.11

Infrequent

317

£76,630

£241.74

Non-members

976

£413,824

£424.00

*Based on research by Sheffield Hallam University, for a participant to generate social value they must participate a minimum of 4 visits over the course of a given month

Social value analysis breakdown
The social value for the health variables can be split down into sub-categories.
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Category

Social Value projections
2019

CHD stroke

£29,728

Breast Cancer

£2,420

Colon Cancer

£3,100

Type 2 Diabetes

£11,127

Dementia

£41,465

Reduced GP Visits

£15,168

Depression

£2,823

Total

£105,834

*The social value generated by reduced GP visits relates to limiting the required GP
appointments/referrals for various treatments and the costs associated. Unlike the other health
categories, it does not focus on the prevalence rate and the reduced risk of specific diseases.

16

Social value analysis – Ottery St Mary LC
The social value for the whole site across 2019 was £588,000.
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User calculations
Total users hitting the SV threshold*
Social value per individual user
Social value generated
Improved health
Improved subjective well-being
Increased educational attainment
Reduced crime
Total

1,435
£410.19
£75,545
£498,970
£13,355
£757
£588,627

The site social value has been benchmarked against the rest of
the sector, shown in the quartile analysis below.
The 1st quartile (red) represents the lowest performing sites in
the sector, with the highest performing sites falling in the 4th
quartile (green). The dotted line shows where the site sits,
compared to the industry.

Type

People

Value

Value per person*

Core

19

£19,919

£1,048.37

Moderate

37

£27,675

£747.97

Infrequent

185

£34,778

£187.99

Non-members

1,194

£506,256

£424.00

*Based on research by Sheffield Hallam University, for a participant to generate social value they must participate a minimum of 4 visits over the course of a given month

Social value analysis breakdown
The social value for the health variables can be split down into sub-categories.
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Category

Social Value projections
2019

CHD stroke

£21,181

Breast Cancer

£1,863

Colon Cancer

£2,208

Type 2 Diabetes

£7,928

Dementia

£29,543

Reduced GP Visits

£10,807

Depression

£2,011

Total

£75,545

*The social value generated by reduced GP visits relates to limiting the required GP
appointments/referrals for various treatments and the costs associated. Unlike the other health
categories, it does not focus on the prevalence rate and the reduced risk of specific diseases.

18

Social value analysis – Honiton LC
The social value for the whole site across 2019 was £2.3million.
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User calculations
Total users hitting the SV threshold*
Social value per individual user
Social value generated
Improved health
Improved subjective well-being
Increased educational attainment
Reduced crime
Total

5,653
£412.66
£377,430
£1,887,544
£66,070
£1,747
£2,332,791

The site social value has been benchmarked against the rest of
the sector, shown in the quartile analysis below.
The 1st quartile (red) represents the lowest performing sites in
the sector, with the highest performing sites falling in the 4th
quartile (green). The dotted line shows where the site sits,
compared to the industry.

Type

People

Value

Value per person*

Core

48

£53,439

£1,113.31

Moderate

91

£60,194

£661.47

Infrequent

503

£94,494

£187.86

Non-members

5,011

£2,124,664

£424.00

*Based on research by Sheffield Hallam University, for a participant to generate social value they must participate a minimum of 4 visits over the course of a given month

Social value analysis breakdown
The social value for the health variables can be split down into sub-categories.
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Category

Social Value projections
2019

CHD stroke

£105,342

Breast Cancer

£10,986

Colon Cancer

£10,985

Type 2 Diabetes

£39,430

Dementia

£146,930

Reduced GP Visits

£53,750

Depression

£10,004

Total

£377,430

*The social value generated by reduced GP visits relates to limiting the required GP
appointments/referrals for various treatments and the costs associated. Unlike the other health
categories, it does not focus on the prevalence rate and the reduced risk of specific diseases.
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Social value analysis – Axminster LC
The social value for the whole site across 2019 was £678,000.
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User calculations
Total users hitting the SV threshold*
Social value per individual user
Social value generated
Improved health
Improved subjective well-being
Increased educational attainment
Reduced crime
Total

1,631
£416.12
£93,460
£539,463
£44,803
£973
£678,699

The site social value has been benchmarked against the rest of
the sector, shown in the quartile analysis below.
The 1st quartile (red) represents the lowest performing sites in
the sector, with the highest performing sites falling in the 4th
quartile (green). The dotted line shows where the site sits,
compared to the industry.

Type

People

Value

Value per person*

Core

8

£9,192

£1,149.00

Moderate

30

£24,606

£820.20

Infrequent

144

£30,525

£211.98

Non-members

1,449

£614,376

£424.00

*Based on research by Sheffield Hallam University, for a participant to generate social value they must participate a minimum of 4 visits over the course of a given month

Social value analysis breakdown
The social value for the health variables can be split down into sub-categories.
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Category

Social Value projections
2019

CHD stroke

£26,321

Breast Cancer

£1,900

Colon Cancer

£2,744

Type 2 Diabetes

£9,852

Dementia

£36,712

Reduced GP Visits

£13,430

Depression

£2,499

Total

£93,460

*The social value generated by reduced GP visits relates to limiting the required GP
appointments/referrals for various treatments and the costs associated. Unlike the other health
categories, it does not focus on the prevalence rate and the reduced risk of specific diseases.
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Key terms and outcome evaluation
Key terms and analysis groups have been identified below, from the original SHU research
Category

Improved health
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Increased
subjective
wellbeing

Reduced Crime
Improved
Educational
Attainment
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Detail
• Six health outcomes (reduced risk of various health conditions) were valued by estimating the number of
reduced cases resulting from sports participation multiplied by the average cost per person diagnosed with the
condition.
• Reduced GP visits & psychotherapy usage was calculated by estimating the reduced likelihood of visiting the
GP 6+ times per year / using psychotherapy services, multiplied by the average annual cost savings per
person.
• Subjective wellbeing was calculated by multiplying the derived value of increased life satisfaction (or higher
positivity) by sports participants from engagement in sport (using the wellbeing valuation approach) by the
number of people taking part in sport. The wellbeing valuation approach uses large scale survey data to
estimate the impact of sport on people’s self-reported wellbeing and uses these estimates to calculate the
amount of money (through a series of financial proxies) that would produce the equivalent impact on
wellbeing.
• The crime outcome was valued by estimating the number of criminal incidents prevented amongst males in
the 10-24 cohort taking part in sport, multiplied by the average cost per incident of crime.
• Educational attainment was valued by estimating the number of additional sports participants with formal
qualifications (level 2 and level 3) by the average lifetime productivity returns. • The second education-related
outcome represents the value of an individual's enhanced skills, gained through participating in sport at
university. It was valued by estimating the number of final year students in Higher Education Institutions doing
sport, multiplied by the average additional starting salary for sports participants.

Contact Details:
Ed Hubbard
Principal Consultant
Email: Ed.Hubbard@4global.com
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Agenda Item 9
Report to

LED Monitoring Forum:

Date of Meeting 14th September 2021
Document classification: Part A Public Document
Exemption applied: None
Review date for release n/a
Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance (SOPG) DIAGNOSTIC final report
Report summary:
The purpose of the SOPG Diagnostic is to provide a position statement for East Devon DC to
illustrate where they are in the process of thinking about, and planning for physical activity and
leisure provision over the next 5-10 years. The document attached to the report is the final version
having been out to consultation and now been updated with those comments from the consultation
process. It is now presented as a final version ready for the LED Monitoring Forum to recommend
to Cabinet to formally approve to enable the Council to start the work on the Leisure and Built
Facilities Strategy.
This is following Sport England’s guidance on their recommended steps to developing a Leisure
Strategy, the SOPG Diagnostic report will provide the scope and important baseline information
towards East Devon DC’s Leisure Strategy development.
The process and draft versions of the SOPG Diagnostic have been considered by the LED
Monitoring Forum through previous meetings and the purpose of the report is well understood as a
result by the Forum.
Is the proposed decision in accordance with:
Budget

Yes ☒ No ☐

Policy Framework

Yes ☒ No ☐

Recommendation:
Recommend to Cabinet to approve the Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance (SOPG)
DIAGNOSTIC report.
Reason for recommendation:
To enable East Devon District Council to move onto preparing and developing its Leisure and Built
Facilities Strategy in accordance with Sport England’s guidance.
Officer: Charlie Plowden, Service Lead – Countryside & Leisure; cplowden@eastdevon.gov.uk
Portfolio(s) (check which apply):
☐ Climate Action and Emergency response
☐ Coast, Country and Environment
☐ Council and Corporate Co-ordination
☒ Tourism, Sport, Leisure & Culture
☐ Democracy, Transparency and Communications
☐ Economy and Assets
☐ Finance
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☐ Strategic Planning
☐ Sustainable Homes and Communities
Equalities impact Low Impact
Climate change Low Impact
Risk: Low Risk;
Links to background information LED report on Cloakham Lawns
Link to Council Plan:
Priorities (check which apply)
☒ Outstanding
☐ Outstanding
☐ Outstanding
☐ Outstanding

Place and Environment
Homes and Communities
Economic Growth, Productivity, and Prosperity
Council and Council Services

Purpose of report
The SOPG Diagnostic will:
Provide an overview of the District:








Headline demographic, health and socio economic review of the district
Review of any existing needs assessment/supply/demand surveys
Existing participation land activity levels and trends; what are the gaps? Who is inactive, where
and why?
Review of local and regional strategies and policies specifically relating to health and
wellbeing, plus corporate plan and local plan (and any specific housing development proposals
that may impact future demand)
Identify local priorities and why these are important- what does East Devon DC want to achieve
through the provision of physical activity and leisure and why?
Identify the Shared Outcomes to be achieved in relation to health and well-being
Identify gaps in existing evidence base

Describe what EDDC currently provides, where and how










Site visits of all East Devon DC’s facilities including dual use sites (Subject to Covid
restrictions)
Map all facilities by type and location
Review the community outreach service
The current arrangements with Leisure East Devon (LED)
What that delivers in terms of throughput and social value
The current cost of the service
Review of each facility in relation to key strategic factors: meeting local need; community
capacity; usage; whether adjacent/competition with other provision; financial (cost, investment,
income generation); building condition; catchment areas; key users e.g. schools for curriculum
delivery; dual use management arrangements/operating hours etc
Run Sports Facility Calculator (SFC) to assess indicative future need

Stakeholder consultation


engage with identified key strategic stakeholders to get their views on the challenge and
opportunities for East Devon DC in terms of physical activity and leisure provision
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Assess where East Devon DC is now in terms of provision compared to need and opportunities
and where it is compared to the SOPG process; this will identify key elements of work that are
needed to underpin a future strategic approach to provision and delivery
On the basis of the above:






Identify the scope for the Leisure Strategy
Identify the focus for the Leisure Strategy- what are the key issues to be explored?
Develop headline options
Identify suggested timeline and next steps
Draft and final report

Summary
This process has now been completed and the SOPG Diagnostic report has now been finalised
and is ready for approval.
Financial implications:
This report has been discussed prior to its publication through a presentation to the Forum. From
this Cabinet and Council have approved and budget to progress with a Leisure and Built Facility
Strategy.
Legal implications:
It is for Cabinet to approve the SOPG Diagnostic Report. There are no other legal implications
requiring comment.
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East Devon District Council
Sport England SOPG Diagnostic

1. Introduction
This Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance (SOPG) report has been commissioned by Sport England and East Devon District Council (EDDC). The
purpose of the SOPG diagnostic is to provide a position statement for EDDC to illustrate where they are in the process of thinking about, and planning
for physical activity and leisure provision over the next 5 – 10 years.

1.2

In the last 12 months, EDDC has experienced significant change politically, with The Democratic Alliance Group, the largest group on the Council, forming
a coalition with the Independent Progressive Group to form a new administration. The new administration has expressed an ambition to adopt a new
approach with its existing leisure operator, LED Community Leisure Ltd (LED), with greater scrutiny of the leisure services provided, set within the context
of the Covid 19 pandemic and increased Council budgetary constraints. An LED Monitoring Forum has been established to undertake this function.

1.3

As part of this new approach, EDDC first appointed Strategic Leisure Ltd (SLL) in December 2020 to undertake a monthly review of LED open book
accounts for the period 1 April 2020 to 31 March 2021. In April 2021, EDDC asked SLL if this monitoring could be extended to cover the period 1 April
2021 – 31 March 22. The initial monitoring of the open book accounts followed the Covid 19 closure agreement reached between EDDC and LED. During
the course of this review, SLL made a number of other observations for EDDC to consider:
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1.1



LED undertakes a significant amount of outreach work in the district, focussed on health and wellbeing. This work is not required by EDDC
and is not currently part of the contractual arrangement with LED, however, we understand politically it is considered as essential, and is
very valued.



The role and function of the LED Monitoring Forum will be particularly important going forward. Although there are no formal KPI’s written
into the contract with LED, there has been ongoing monitoring of key performance data supplied to the Council by LED on a quarterly
basis. However, there is an opportunity for the Council to review and introduce more formal KPI’s to ensure that LED is contributing to the
Council corporate priorities, and addressing local issues, particularly in response to the Covid pandemic.



The costs of the dual-use facilities need to be addressed; existing agreements are historical and effectively mean that a non-statutory
service is subsiding a statutory service. The facilities are needed but the costs to EDDC should be less.



There is no up to date Leisure Strategy for the District; development of a Strategy would provide a clear Vision and direction, driven by
EDDC, to which LED could then align its services and be monitored through agreed KPI’s.



There is no up to date PPS for the District.

1
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EDDC is currently reviewing its Local Plan which was adopted in January 2016. The current Local Plan allows for the development of 17,100 new homes
between the period 2013 – 2031. The majority of the housing development will take place in East Devon’s West End area (10,563 homes) with the new
town of Cranbrook accounting for 7,769 of this total. The new ‘Emerging Local Plan 2021 - 2040’ is currently being prepared to replace the existing Local
Plan.

1.5

Following the advice of external consultants, EDDC transferred its leisure services to LED in 2005 and as a charitable trust, LED is able to take advantage
of National Non-Domestic Rate Relief (NNDR) and partial VAT exemption on sporting and other charitable activities. EDDC has a 30 year leisure
management contract with LED the operation of which commenced in January 2006 and operates on the basis of a Service Fee (subsidy) payment. The
Service Fee is reviewed every 5 years between EDDC and LED and a new Service Fee is calculated by looking at the trading performance for the
previous period and factoring in anticipated increases in income and expenditure to produce a net figure. The initial Service Fee for 2006 to March 2011
was £1,155,000 per annum which represented an annual saving to the Council in the first year of £360,901. These figures excluded capital, property
services and other support costs retained by the Council. The same Service Fee was agreed for the period 2011 – March 2016 which represented an
annual saving of £190,000 to the Council, with CPI inflation incorporated. Following the Comprehensive Spending Review of the Coalition Government
in the latter part of 2010, LED approached the Council and voluntarily agreed to reduce the fee by 25%, at 5% per annum through to 2016. This reduced
the fee in 2010 to £893,717. LED agreed to retain the Service Fee at this level through to March 2021 despite rising costs such as the introduction of the
National Minimum Wage and National Living Wage, increased utility costs etc.
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1.4

1.6

EDDC set up the Trust to succeed and has benefitted financially from the arrangement since 2005 with LED generating net surpluses of £2.2m over the
initial 10 year contract period, used to facilitate capital investment of over £5 million in EDDC leisure facilities. Local Authority support has also reduced
from 26% to 11.5% of income for the contract.

1.7

However, there have been a number of changes in recent years which have impacted on the leisure contract in East Devon including changes within the
leisure industry and types of contract, competition from other providers and new leisure activities, reductions in local authority funding, changes in
legislation, changing public needs and expectations, and Covid. The Service Fee arrangement is unusual in that it goes into LED’s central costs and then
is recharged to individual leisure facility Profit and Loss (P and L) accounts. Other operators tend to show the management fee as a separate line in each
facility P and L. There is no surplus share arrangement in the current contract between EDDC and LED. A new 5 year agreement was due to be agreed
with LED and introduced from 1 April 2021. However, as a result of the Covid pandemic, an interim 12 month agreement is being considered by EDDC
to support and monitor the operator through the recovery phase prior to agreeing a new 5 year business plan. LED has estimated that it will need up to
£550,000 supplier relief funding from the Council through to 31 March 2022, working on an open book basis.

1.8

The LED portfolio comprises of the following facilities:


6 dual use sites – Axminster Leisure Centre (Axe Valley Community College), Broadclyst Leisure Centre, Colyton Leisure Centre, Honiton Leisure
Centre, Ottery Leisure Centre and Sidmouth Leisure Centre

2
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1.9



3 leisure centres - Exmouth Leisure Centre, Exmouth Tennis Centre, Sidmouth Swimming Pool



3 outdoor facilities – Sidmouth Coburg (tennis courts, putting green and 2 bowls rinks), Seafield Gardens (tennis courts, adventure golf), Phear
Park (tennis)



1 theatre - Exmouth Pavilion

Pre-Covid, Exmouth Leisure Centre and Honiton Leisure Centre were operating at a surplus. All other facilities required a subsidy although some were
close to breaking even.
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1.10 The dual use arrangements have been in place since the 1980s where EDDC built leisure centres on Devon County Council land, with ongoing running
costs shared between the two parties, formalised by dual use agreements; these agreements were subsequently novated to LED. Colyton Leisure centre
has a slightly different tenure set up, having been built by the Grammar School in 2003 and leased to EDDC but follows similar usage arrangements to
the other 5 sites.
1.11 LED also delivers a community outreach service across the District. Community outreach is not included in the LED leisure management contract.
However, LED voluntarily took on responsibility for this service when the Council’s Sport Development Team were made redundant. LED’s Community
Engagement Manager (job share) delivers community outreach across East Devon. Only recently has LED requested that the cost of funding this post
(£50k including oncosts, travel etc) be separately highlighted within the accounts. LED has been successful in obtaining external grants averaging £100k
per annum towards the cost of funding individual projects and activities.
1.12 This SOPG diagnostic seeks to identify future sport and physical activity needs for the District, any gaps in existing provis ion and options for best
addressing these challenges that will underpin a future Leisure Strategy.
1.13 The ‘Strategic Outcomes Planning Guidance’ (SOPG) provides a robust and consistent approach for establishing local need and achieving the best return
on the use of resources.
1.14 The SOPG guidance is structured around 4 stages as illustrated in Figure 1:
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Figure 1: Sport England SOPG Guidance
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1.15 Having a clear, strategic and sustainable approach to sport and physical activity is essential prior to making effective investment into provision – both
facilities and services. Creating a focus and vision on local outcomes, informed by customer insight and delivering interventions (capital and revenue)
that effect behaviour change in the target audience will ultimately deliver local outcomes for a place.

Scope of Work
1.16 The scope of works for this initial diagnostic is as follows:
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Provide an overview of the District



Headline demographic, health and socio economic review of the district



Review of any existing needs assessment/supply/demand surveys



Existing participation and activity levels and trends; what are the gaps? Who is inactive, where and why?



Review of local and regional strategies and policies specifically relating to health and wellbeing, plus corporate plan and local plan (and
any specific housing development proposals that may impact future demand)



Identify local priorities and why these are important- what does EDDC want to achieve through the provision of physical activity and leisure
and why?



Identify the Shared Outcomes to be achieved in relation to health and well-being



Identify gaps in existing evidence base



Describe what EDDC currently provides, where and how



Site visits of all EDDC facilities including dual use sites (Subject to Covid restrictions)



Map all facilities by type and location



Review the community outreach service
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The current arrangements with LED Community Leisure Ltd (LED)



What that delivers in terms of throughput and social value



The current cost of the service



Review of each facility in relation to key strategic factors: meeting local need; community capacity; usage; whether adjacent/competition
with other provision; financial (cost, investment, income generation); building condition; catchment areas; key users e.g. schools for
curriculum delivery; dual use management arrangements/operating hours etc



Run Sports Facility Calculator (SFC) to assess indicative future need



Stakeholder consultation – engage with identified key strategic stakeholders to get their views on the challenge and opportunities for
EDDC in terms of physical activity and leisure provision

1.17 This report assesses where EDDC is now in terms of provision compared to need and opportunities and where it is compared to the SOPG process; this
will identify key elements of work that are needed to underpin a future strategic approach to provision and delivery.
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2. Context
Location
2.1. The district of East Devon covers an area of 314 square miles and serves a resident population of 146,2841. East Devon can be described as average
size for districts in the Southwest. However, it has one of the higher population levels. The eastern and northern boundaries of East Devon abut rural parts
of Devon, Dorset and Somerset. The Southern boundary of the District is formed by the English Channel. The western boundary of East Devon abuts the
commercially vibrant city of Exeter and environmentally sensitive Exe estuary.
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2.2. East Devon is connected to Bristol and the north of the country by access to the M5 via Exeter and London and the Southeast by the A30/A303. London
can be reached in about 3 hours by road. There are two main rail routes from the district to London. One is via the Honiton to Waterloo line which takes
on average 3 hours. However there are efficiency issues with this route not being a dual track line. The main Great Western line to London Paddington
via Exeter St David’s station and can take 2 hours to reach the capital city. The rest of the rail network can be accessed via Honiton, Axminster, Exmouth
and Exeter stations.
2.3. The District encompasses urban and urban fringe areas as well as market towns and villages, seaside towns and more remote rural and coastal areas.
The outstanding environment makes East Devon popular with tourists, mainly due to the spectacular Jurassic Coastline, the two Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty, National Nature Reserves and the rich heritage of historical buildings that define East Devon’s towns. There are two Areas of Outstanding
Natural Beauty (AONBs) within East Devon, the Blackdown Hills AONB and East Devon AONB which together occupy some 66% of the district. The rural
nature of the area is emphasised by the low population density of 175 per square km (the England average is 427).
2.4. There are eight towns in East Devon with population levels exceeding 3,000; Axminster, Budleigh Salterton, Exmouth, Cranbrook, Honiton, Ottery St Mary,
Seaton and Sidmouth. Exmouth is the largest town with a population of 48,6132. The majority of the district is countryside, mostly in agricultural use,
although woodland and forestry accounts for a sizeable minority of the district as does heathland and inter-tidal areas associated with the District’s rivers
and estuaries. Although agriculture and tourism form an important part of the District’s economy, new technologies and business are also emerging and
investing in East Devon. In recent years, East Devon’s approach has been to concentrate larger scale employment development sites close to the city of
Exeter. This has included promoting the Exeter and East Devon Enterprise zone which comprises of the Science Park, Skypark, Airport Business Park
and Cranbrook Town Centre.

1
2

Source: ONS mid-year estimates 2019
Source: Devon County Council Area Profile population data 2016
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2.5. The new town of Cranbrook forms part of EDCC strategic policy to boost the economy of the Exeter sub-region by encouraging significant growth within
the West End of the District through:


Continuing to encourage growth at Cranbrook, a prototype 'eco-town' new community, plus urban extensions East of Exeter;



Promoting the Exeter Science Park, Skypark, encouraging high technology industries and opening up our market and coastal communitie s
to the latest technological innovations; and



Facilitating the change to a low carbon economy and supporting an advanced public transport system to connect the main employment
sites with established and new communities.
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2.6. The District is relatively prosperous with low levels of unemployment. The proportion of those aged 16 – 64 who are economically active is 83.3% which
is above the national average. The District enjoys a strong culture of self-employment and family businesses. However, there is a high proportion of lower
paid, lower skilled and often seasonal jobs with a number of residents commuting out of the area, especially to Exeter, for higher paid jobs.
2.7. The Council’s Local Plan (2013 – 2031) highlights the District’s requirement to provide an additional 17,100 homes by 2031 in locations which reflect local
needs with particular focus on Cranbrook, Axminster and Exmouth. In response to recent Government legislation and changes to the planning system,
including the methodology for calculating housing need, EDDC is in the process of revising its Local Plan through to 2040. Under the revised calculation,
East Devon would be required to build at least 928 homes per annum which is greater than current requirement of 918 homes per annum (using a base
date of 31 March 2020).

Demographic and Socio Economic Review
2.8. EDDC has a population of 146,284 and an older age profile with 30.4% of residents over the age of 65 years, which is higher than both Devon (25.5%)
and for England (18.4%). Persons aged 0 – 15 years account for 16% of the District population and those aged 16 – 64 years account for 53.7%. It is
estimated that the population of East Devon will increase to 182,780 by 20433 and those over the age of 65 will account for 37% of that total; 7.2% will be
aged over 85 years compared to 4.1% for England. This increase reflects the ‘baby boomer’ generation getting older and people choosing to retire in the
area. This aging population will have an impact on the provision of health care, housing requirements, the labour market and economic growth.
2.9. One of the effects of the ageing population is the impact it will have on the ratio of economically dependent people to those who are economically active,
(those aged 16-64). In East Devon this is 0.78 which is very high by local and national standards and puts the district in the top 10 of all district’s areas in
the Country. By comparison, Exeter has a dependency ratio of 0.42 and the national figure is 0.55.

3

Source: ONS Subnational population projections 2018
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2.10. The average household size in the district is 2.2 residents. Predominantly East Devon residents are from a white British background, with just 1.59% of
the district’s population coming from an ethnic background.
2.11. Levels of home ownership are high with a significant proportion of houses in the top three most expensive council tax bands. Affordability of homes is an
issue in the district with East Devon being in the top 25% of all Local Authority areas for house prices but one of the lowest nationally in terms of wages.
2.12. The migration of population into East Devon from other parts of the UK show that in 2017 there were 2,620 more people moving into the area than out.
The largest age group moving into the district were in the 25 – 44 age group.
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2.13. The levels of car ownership reflect the rural nature of the district; at the last census it was recorded that 84.1% of households owned at least one vehicle;
with the national figure being 74.4%4. The rural nature of some parts of the district is such that 13 wards in East Devon have less than one person per
hectare living there. The accessibility to public transport is vital to those without a car living in such areas. The 2016 Cranbrook Community Questionnaire
indicated average vehicle ownership of 1.55 vehicles per household in Cranbrook. The average car and van ownership figure per household is not
dramatically different than the 2011 census data for Broadclyst Parish (within which Cranbrook lay at the 2011 census) of 1.62 vehicles per household
and is higher than the East Devon and Exeter averages.
2.14. The 2011 Census shows there is a large flow of working out of the district with 41% (18,170) of the working population commuting out of East Devon to
work, primarily by car (79%). Over 63% of those working outside of the district are travelling to Exeter with significant numbers also going to Mid Devon,
South Somerset, Teignbridge, West Dorset and Taunton Deane.
2.15. There are 68,950 homes in East Devon the highest number of all the Devon districts 5. The proportion of homes that are owner occupied is quite high with
74.9% being owned compared to the national average of 63.6%, of these 47.1% are owned outright, compared to 30.6% nationally. The Ottery St Mary
ward has the highest percentage of homes that are owner occupied at 85.4% compared to the lowest Exmouth Town at 55.9%. Axminster Rural ward has
the highest percentage of social rented housing at 22.8%.
2.16. The Index of Multiple Deprivation (IMD) is based upon seven domains of deprivation: income, employment, health and disability, education skills and
training, barriers to housing and services, living environment and crime. These are weighted and combined to create the overall IMD. According to the
Government’s 2019 Indices of Multiple Deprivation, East Devon is a comparatively affluent area and its ranking in the Indices of Multiple Deprivation is
238 out of 317. East Devon has no Lower Super Output Areas (LSOA’s) in the most deprived 20% of all LSOA’s nationally. Across the district, there are
just two LSOA’s in the most deprived 30% of all areas across England which are contained within the wards of Exmouth Littleham and Exmouth
Withycombe Raleigh. There are areas of Honiton St Michael`s and Exmouth Town which are in the top 40% most deprived nationally.

4
5

Source: Office for National Statistics: Census 2011
Source: Valuation Office 2018
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2.17. At just over 82.6 years old the life expectancy for residents in East Devon is very high with the area ranking in the top 10% of districts nationally and is top
of all the Devon districts.
2.18. The proportion of the working age who are economically inactive due to suffering from long-term sickness is about the national average at 2.29% of the
work age population. The national average is 2.29%, although the Devon average is 1.25% which is low by national standards.
2.19. Levels of fuel poverty in East Devon area are 9.6%, estimated at nearly 6,000 households in the district. The national average is 11.1% and the Southwest
average is 10.2%. East Devon in line with the national trend has seen levels of fuel poverty decreasing.
2.20. In 2019, 12.7% of children in Year 6 (10 – 11 years old) were classified as obese6. This is lower than both the county of Devon (16.5%) and England
overall (20.2%). However, 8.1% of Reception age children were classified as obese which is higher than Devon (7.4%) and England (9.7%). The recent
Sport England Active Lives data detailed below (May 2019/20) suggests that levels of activity within the district are deteriorating amongst children and
young people and therefore obesity levels will start to increase.
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2.21. The Sport England Active Lives Data May 2019/20 reveals that a lower percentage of adults in East Devon (20.2%) participate in less than 30 minutes
activity per week compared to Devon (20.4%) and England (25.5%); only 9.2% of adults are fairly active (30 – 149 minutes per week) which is comparable
to Devon but less than England (11.7%); however, 70.6% of adults in East Devon are active which is better than both Devon (70.3%) and England overall
(62.8%). The analysis therefore shows that participation levels in East Devon are relatively good with low levels of inactivity. This is also reflected in low
levels of adult obesity within the district (55.8%) compared to Devon (61%) and England overall (62%).
2.22. Participation rates amongst children and young people varies with higher levels of inactivity in East Devon (26.8%) compared to Devon (23.7%) but lower
when compared to England (29%); 18.9% of children and young people are fairly active in East Devon (30 – 59 minutes per day) which is lower than for
both Devon and England. However, 54.6% are active (60 plus minutes per day) which is higher than for England (46.8%) but lower compared to Devon
(54.6%). Overall, the District exhibits poorer participation rates amongst children and young people in comparison to the county of Devon.

6

Source: East Devon Public Health Profile 2019
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3. Existing Leisure Facility Provision
3.1. EDDC’s Countryside and Leisure Team is responsible for a range of services including the management of the LED leisure contract; cultural provision,
including the management of the Manor Pavilion Theatre and Thelma Hulbert Gallery; countryside management including a ranger service and
management of approximately 120 countryside volunteers; together with arboriculture services. Parks and Open Spaces across the district are managed
by the Council’s Streetscene Team.
3.2. The LED leisure contract comprises of 6 dual use sites, 3 leisure centres, 3 outdoor facilities and 1 theatre. Appendix 1 to this report provides a summary
of the contract portfolio, including the facility mix, approximate age of the facilities and any refurbishments that have been undertaken. There is no leisure
facility provision in Seaton or Cranbrook included within the contract. LED does operate its own 45 station gym at Seaton Fitness Centre.
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3.3. Appendix 2 provides a breakdown of all built leisure provision in East Devon (public pay and play, registered membership, private, sports club/community
association) as registered on the Sport England Active Lives database.
3.4. The Council outsourced its leisure provision to LED back in 2006 for understandable reasons, essentially allowing LED to take advantage of National
Non- Domestic Rate Relief (NNDR) and partial VAT exemption on sporting and other charitable activities. However, as highlighted in the introduction to
this report, EDDC has a very unusual contract arrangement, in which a fixed annual Service Fee is agreed with the operator for a 5 year period and
then reviewed on a 5 yearly basis. There is no profit share arrangement with EDDC built into the contract, EDDC retains responsibility for most of the
maintenance, there is no allowance for RPI, or utility price changes, competition clauses etc. EDDC was paying LED an annual Subsidy Fee of
£893,717 per annum to operate the contract prior to Covid 19. This is a considerable level of funding for a district council but reflects, in part, the number
and type of facilities included within the contract, the age of the buildings and the way in which they have to be managed eg staffing of dual-use sites.
Income generation from dual use sites is restricted due to the limited number of hours available for public use. Five of the dual use facilities were built in
the 1980s and are approximately 40 years old. The average lifespan of a leisure centre is normally 35 – 40 years.
3.5. Covid 19 has simply compounded the financial situation above, with EDDC agreeing to pay LED £1,237,802 in supplier relief funding for the period April
2020 to date. An interim 12 month agreement is now being considered by EDDC to support and monitor the operator through the recovery phase prior to
agreeing a new 5 year business plan. LED has estimated that it will need up to £550,000 supplier relief funding from the Council for through to 31 March
2022, working on an open book basis.
3.6. In addition to the annual Subsidy Fee payment to LED, EDDC retains direct involvement and financial investment in the leisure buildings as Landlord,
through its lease repairing obligations, which are generally set out as Landlord responsibility for internal and external building maintenance, with
requirements on the Tenant (LED) for minor maintenance, statutory compliance, and running costs. LED also pays an annual contribution of approximately
£44,645 towards maintenance costs incurred by Streetscene. A recent internal ‘Review of LED portfolio - future building maintenance and investment
requirements’ (Dec 2020) highlights that EDDC is spending on average £409,585 per annum in revenue costs on the contract. This includes
reactive/planned maintenance, insurance, and indirect management/overhead costs. The report projects a capital spend of £1,554,636 over the next 5
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years and an overall expenditure on the leisure contract facilities over the next 30 years of £22.8 million (including dual use site contributions by schools);
this is without providing any noticeable enhancements to the sites. The spend requirement over the next 10 years is significant and this is essentially due
to lack of investment by the Council in the past 5 years.
3.7. There is no rental income to EDDC from any of the leisure centres.
3.8. In summary, assuming from April 2022 the leisure sector has recovered from the impact of Covid, and that an annual Subsidy Fee of approximately
£893,717 is renegotiated with LED for the next 5 years, then the annual cost to the Council of providing the existing portfolio of leisure facilities will be
approximately £1,614,000. Without a clear vision and key priorities for leisure provision in East Devon, supported by evidence of need, it is difficult to
determine whether the existing portfolio of facilities, management arrangements and associated costs continue to represent good value for money for
EDDC. At present, only 3 facilities in the contract portfolio provide full community access. East Devon also has a smaller population base compared to
other local authorities which will impact on the footfall through the leisure facilities.
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3.9. It should also be noted that there are now a number of national leisure operators who have set up non-profit making subsidiaries to obtain the benefits of
NNDR relief and partial VAT exemption. These operators also have the added benefit over smaller trusts in relation to bulk purchasing power for servicing
contracts, utilities etc across a large number of contracts and are therefore able to keep their costs down.

Dual Use Sites
3.10. Six of the leisure centres are ‘dual use’ and located in the rural towns of Axminster, Broadclyst, Colyton, Honiton, Ottery St Mary and Sidmouth. All these
towns serve relatively small populations and their rural hinterlands. Each dual use site is located approximately 6miles (less than 20 minutes travel time)
from another dual use facility. Broadclyst Leisure Centre is 6 miles from the city of Exeter and 3 miles from the new town of Cranbrook.
3.11. Dual use is where community usage of the facilities is shared with an adjacent secondary school. In East Devon, these arrangements were created in the
1980’s where EDDC built leisure centres on Devon County Council land, with ongoing running costs shared between the two parties, formalised by ‘dual
use agreements’. EDDC’s operational roles in these agreements were subsequently formally novated to LED. Colyton Leisure Centre has a slightly
different tenure setup, being built more recently (2003), where the Grammar School constructed the building, and then leased to EDDC on a 99 year lease
basis. The principles of the usage arrangements are similar though to the other five dual use centres.
3.12. The dual use agreements are very dated with maintenance costs split between the Council and the school based on the number of hours that the school
uses the facilities rather than throughput. This works in favour of the school with the school paying 40% of the maintenance costs and the Council paying
the remaining 60%. The split is 50/50 in the more recent Colyton Dual Use Agreement. Appendix 1 shows that all the dual use sites were built in the 1980s
and although some facilities have been refurbished, the age of the buildings and associated plant is resulting in increased maintenance expenditure.
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3.13. Access arrangements are normally such that the school has use of the facilities during the weekday daytime and the community have access weekday
evenings, weekends and holidays. However, the hours do vary per individual site and there is a mix of community pay and play provision, registered
membership use (e.g. gym, tennis) and registered sports club/association use (e.g. regular block bookings).
3.14. Where dual use provision is included within a leisure contract portfolio, this normally reduces the value of that contract and its financial
viability/attractiveness to leisure operators. This is normally due to the limited opening hours and restrictive access arrangements limiting opportunities to
generate additional income. More and more schools are now retracting on their original dual use agreements, arguing pupil safety as a reason for restricting
public access on site. Nationally, there are several schools now moving over to Academy status and this is also making it more challenging for Councils
to negotiate community access. It should be noted that there are options for addressing safeguarding concerns whilst maintaining public access on site
during the day, including pre-registered membership schemes with card swipe access entry systems.
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3.15. EDDC needs to determine what value it places on community access pay and play provision across the district and the ability of dual use sites in meeting
this provision. At present, it is not right that EDDC’s non-statutory leisure service is propping up a statutory service (i.e. Education) financially by providing
and maintaining leisure facilities on the 6 school sites. The Council should look at dual use provision in its entirety, including a review of all agreements,
legal implications, finances, usage, investments to date etc. to determine what options are available which best meet EDDC’s future leisure priorities and
the needs of residents. If the Council determines that it wishes to hand back the dual use sites to the schools, it needs to know where there are alternative
pay and play sports facilities in the district before doing this.
3.16. EDDC has already started a review of its dual use arrangements, having commenced discussions with Colyton Grammar School to address safeguarding
concerns, but also to generally regularise the use and operating arrangements for the site.
3.17. LED has expressed a desire for the Council to retain the dual use arrangements with the 6 schools but to move its health and fitness offer out of the
Axminster and Sidmouth school sites and into alternative facilities. LED’s argument is that the existing health and fitness facilities are being delivered in
old school buildings that are not commercially viable as they are small and operate with restricted opening hours. LED has proposed to the Council the
development of replacement health and fitness facilities at Sidmouth Pool and Cloakham Lawn Sports Club; the latter would result in the displacement of
Axminster Indoor Bowls Club. In the absence of an EDDC leisure strategy with a clear vision and key priorities, LED is suggesting changes which are
financially, and not necessarily needs driven.
3.18. Pre-Covid, 4 of the dual use sites were operating at a small surplus, with the exception of Broadclyst Leisure Centre (operating deficit of £15,112 in 2019)
and Colyton Leisure Centre (operating deficit of £4,064 in 2019) where there is no health and fitness provision. Honiton Leisure Centre was the best
performing dual use site pre-Covid achieving a surplus of £124,343 in 2019.

Synthetic Turf Pitch Provision
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3.19. There are currently 2 full size 3G pitches in East Devon:


Axminster Leisure Centre (Axe Valley Community College)



Exeter City Training Ground (only available for use by the professional football club)

3.20. There are also two small sided 3G pitches at:


Cranbrook Educational Campus



Exmouth Community College
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3.21. There are also several sand-dressed facilities which accommodate football training demand, including pitches at Sidmouth Leisure Centre and Colyton
Leisure Centre. It should be noted that the pitch at Sidmouth Leisure Centre has no floodlighting which restricts its ability to generate income. The pitch at
Colyton Leisure Centre is now in need of significant investment and the school is seeking an increased contribution from LED for hiring out the pitch
outside of school hours. Clyst Vale Community College (Broadclyst Leisure Centre) is also campaigning for a 3G pitch on the school site.
3.22. The geographical spread of existing 3G pitch provision is uneven in East Devon. Key areas of population currently lack provision. These include Honiton,
Exmouth and the coast between Sidmouth and Seaton. An up to date Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) needs to be produced by EDDC to provide the
necessary evidence base for future investment. An updated PPS is currently being produced in house by EDDC. East Devon does have a Local Football
Facility Plan (Football Foundation Sept 2019). This document also highlights the need for a PPS and in the absence of this, the document uses a less
sophisticated method called the FA training ratio model 1:38. On the basis that there are 179 teams in East Devon, there is the requirement for 5 full sized
3G pitches in the District. There is currently the equivalent of 2, including the 3G pitch at Axminster Leisure Centre and the 2 small-sided pitches. There
is therefore a shortfall of 3 full sized community accessible 3G pitches across the district which suggests that the pitch at Axminster Leisure Centre is
strategically important. This shortfall may reduce to 2, pending the scale of development at Cranbrook. This data needs to be substantiated by a PPS.

Exmouth Leisure Centre, Exmouth Tennis Centre and Sidmouth Swimming Pool
3.23. Exmouth Leisure Centre is the best performing facility within the leisure contract portfolio. This is partly due to the fact that this is a stand-alone leisure
facility located in a prime location on the seafront at Exmouth, with accessible car parking and a good range of facilities. Annual throughput for the site
pre-covid was 369,583 Although built in 1982, the leisure centre has been invested in over the years including refurbishment of both pools, pool changing,
squash courts and gym. This investment of approximately £2.5 million was achieved by LED utilising Lottery funding and a Public Works Loan rom EDDC.
3.24. Exmouth Tennis Centre is centrally located approximately half a mile from the leisure centre on land adjacent to Exmouth Community College. The facility
includes 4 indoor carpet courts, 2 indoor acrylic courts, 3 outdoor tennis courts, a 28 station gym and café. This facility is the poorest financially performing
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site in the leisure contract portfolio, operating at a pre-Covid deficit of £63,928 in 2019. As the venue is only half a mile from Exmouth Leisure Centre, it is
questionable whether having gyms at both locations is viable, although LED argue that they cater for different clients.
3.25. Sidmouth Pool is a stand-alone facility located in Sidmouth town centre, adjacent to the main town centre car park. A Tourist Information Centre is located
within the same building. The facility was built in 1991 and provides a 25m x 5 lane main pool but no learner pool. There are no other facilities provided
on site. The building is now approximately 30 years old and is reaching the end of its useful life. No refurbishment has been carried out to the facility in
the last 10 years. Despite its age and lack of commercial/learn to swim facilities on site, the facility performs relatively well, operating at a small annual
surplus of £16,685 in 2019.

Outdoor Facilities
3.26. The leisure management contract with LED includes the management of 3 outdoor facilities within East Devon.
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3.27. Coburg Fields in Sidmouth provides 4 hard tennis courts, 4 grass tennis courts, an 18 hole putting green and 2 bowling rinks which can be booked online
or by telephone. The tennis courts are not floodlit. LED is responsible for bookings and employs a seasonal leisure attendant on site (Easter to September).
The Council undertakes all daily maintenance, grass cutting etc and LED pays EDDC a grounds maintenance fee. Streetscene (EDDC) are responsible
for the upkeep of the courts.
3.28. Seafield Gardens is located at the top of Castle Hill in Seaton and provides a 9 hole themed adventure golf, 2 hard tennis courts (not floodlit) and a café.
The tennis courts operate with a gate entry system from ClubSpark which allows users to book a court online up to 7 days in advance. Courts cost £6 per
hour on a pay and play basis. LED is responsible for bookings and employs a seasonal leisure attendant on site (Easter to September). The Council
undertakes all daily maintenance, and Streetscene are responsible for the upkeep of the Courts.
3.29. Phear Park in Exmouth provides 3 hard tennis courts (not floodlit) which also operates with a gate entry system from ClubSpark, allowing users to book a
court up to 8 days in advance. Courts again cost £6 per hour on a pay and play basis and are open 7am – 8pm daily.

Exmouth Pavilion
3.30. EDDC manages the Manor Park Theatre in Sidmouth in house but the decision was taken at the time of letting the contract to include the Exmouth Pavilion
within the contract portfolio. The Exmouth Pavilion is located within landscaped, licenced gardens on Exmouth’s seafront. The auditorium seats 550 (700
standing) and offers a cabaret or theatre layout and also has raised seating available. The facility also benefits from a café and main bar which are open
throughout the day, and a lounge bar which opens an hour before shows start. The venue is used for wedding receptions, private functions, shows and
exhibitions.
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3.31. The site benefits from state-of-the-art sound and lighting equipment, a dedicated technical team and box office facilities.
3.32. The facility is profitable and achieved a small surplus of £9,457 in 2019.
3.33. EDDC is in the process of producing a new Cultural Plan 2022 – 2027 which will set out a direction of travel for cultural and related services across the
district. EDDC is also in the process of relaunching its Art and Culture Forum. There is therefore an opportunity to review the performance and operation
of the Exmouth Pavilion and how it can best meet the future cultural priorities of the Council. The review should incorporate consideration of alternative
management models.

Community Outreach Programme
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3.34. EDDC previously employed a Sport and Health Development Officer. This role came to an end over a decade ago as part of a series of Council cost
saving measures and in direct response to the 2008 financial crisis. Although not formally included within the original leisure management contract, LED
voluntarily took on a community outreach role, to help support the Council and recognising the value and benefit of this work to the local community.
3.35. In the absence of a Council Leisure Strategy with a clear vision and key priorities, LED has had to determine the types of activities and programmes to
develop and pursue. LED has tried to link to EDDC’s Public Health Strategy (2019 – 2023) and its 10 key priorities (e.g. diet and nutrition, dementia,
mental health) in determining its programme of activities. These programmes are detailed in Section 5 of this report.
3.36. Many of the LED outreach projects are either part funded or fully funded through grants (average £100k per annum)LED employs a full time Community
Engagement Manager (currently full-time job share) who is responsible for instigating these projects, submitting bid proposals and managing and
supporting the schemes. The funding received does not cover staffing costs. The cost of this post is £50k per annum, including oncosts, travel expenses
etc. As a direct result of Covid 19, LED has highlighted that the cost of this employee can no longer be absorbed within the overall cost of the service and
that the cost, role and priorities of the community outreach function should be reviewed jointly by EDDC and LED when determining the new Service Fee,
and for this to be written into the contract.
3.37. Any review of the LED Community Outreach function should be looked at in conjunction with the current review of Active Partnerships which Sport England
is undertaking. The review follows the launch of the new ‘Uniting the Movement’ Sport England strategy (January 2021) and is looking at future operational
ways of working to achieve a shared vision and mission, including Sport England’s investment into Active Partnerships and systems of measurem ent,
evaluation and working. Future priorities for Active Partnerships will include investment in people as assets, building capacity in communities and across
the system and developing skills and competencies to enable change needed in places. The focus will be on leadership, governance, learning and
development together with greater insight of local communities and what is needed to meet local needs; connecting people within and across places and
organisations will be a priority, engaging and convening a broad set of people as to what is required and then making it happen. Active Partnerships will
help get resources (including investment) to where it is most needed locally. These changes may impact on LED’s community outreach role going forward.
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Cranbrook New Town
3.38. Cranbrook is a new town located within 5 miles of Exeter. Development commenced in 2012 and to date approximately 2,300 homes have been built for
3,500 residents. The town has planning permission for 8,500 homes and the population is set to grow to approximately 20,000 by 2028. There will be 30%
affordable housing provided. The town has been an NHS Healthy New Town, one of 10 selected demonstrator sites across England. The Healthy New
Town programme has been testing interventions and new approaches to meeting health needs across a wide range of types of development. Cranbrook
and Exeter are also one of 12 Sport England Local Delivery pilots with the objective of people being more active and tackling health inequalities.
3.39. This scheme will introduce significant funding potential to complement the work of the Healthy New Town Programme and is being administered by Exeter
City Council. EDDC is no longer involved in the governance of the pilot. In Cranbrook, the pilot is focussing on families on low incomes facing significant
challenge.
3.40. Cranbrook has a unique young family demographic (2 times the national average) with over 4 times the national average of 0 – 4 year olds.
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3.41. The town has its own railway station and schools catering for up to the age of 16 years. There are grass football pitches provided and overlaid for cricket
and there are plans for a pavilion to be built adjacent to the pitches. There are also plans for a Multi- Use Games Area to be provided adjacent to the Skate
Park. The development of a large leisure centre is being considered for the south of the town. However, there are also plans to build a health and wellbeing
hub in the town centre. EDDC is now in the process of negotiating with the developer the option of acquiring additional land in the town centre to allow the
development of a co-located health and wellbeing hub incorporating the leisure centre and GP/health services. EDDC is seeking a capital contribution of
£4 million from the developer towards the leisure centre build. No facility mix has been agreed. A leisure strategy and PPS would help inform this process.
3.42. All assets in Cranbook are owned by the town council and not EDDC.
3.43. Cranbrook Education Campus hires out its sports facilities to the local community outside of school hours. Facilities for hire include a sports hall, 2 studios,
floodlit 3G pitch and 4 tennis/netball courts. This is administered by Exeter City Community Trust.
3.44. The Sport England Delivery Pilot is delivering a number of projects. This includes active travel and encouraging key target groups to walk and cycle more
in everyday life. A new cycle route has been introduced between Exeter and Cranbrook to ease congestion and encourage Cranbrook residents to stop
using the car for short journeys to work in Exeter. Wide cycleways, directional routes and improved off-road leisure routes are also being introduced. As it
would be difficult to build housing to the south of Cranbrook due to its proximity to Exeter airport (noise pollution), consideration is being given to the
development of a cycle park in the area and initial discussions have taken place with British Cycling.
3.45. Other projects include a local programme of social prescribing and a Community Connector has been appointed to lead motivational conversations towards
active lifestyles with patients referred by the local GP practice. A local Move More Cranbrook Community grants programme has been prepared for launch
to support local resident groups that are establishing grass roots activity programmes.
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Covid19
3.46. EDDC’s facilities and LED’s activity programmes have been reopening under the Government Covid Roadmap, following the Government’s announcement
that ‘Step 2’ could commence as planned on 12 April 2021.
3.47. From 29 March 2021, outdoor group exercise classes were made available across the district. Outdoor tennis re-opened at Phear Park, Exmouth and
Seafield Gardens. The majority of staff remained on furlough with only a small cohort returned to prepare for re-opening.
3.48. From 12 April 2021, health and fitness re-started at Exmouth, Sidmouth, Honiton, Ottery St Mary and Axminster leisure centres, and Exmouth Tennis
Centre. Swimming also re-started at Exmouth Leisure Centre and Honiton Swimming Pool. There was a delay in the re-opening of Sidmouth Pool due to
an unexpected management system failure requiring a replacement repair.
3.49. Colyton Leisure Centre re-opened on May 17th 2021 and Broadclyst Leisure Centre in June 2021.
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3.50. The dual use sites have re-opened with restricted opening hours due to reduced demand and in order to mitigate costs.
3.51. Exmouth Pavilion has been offering a takeaway food and beverage offer and re-opened with a wider offer in May 2021, under Step 3 Government
guidelines but with significant restrictions.
3.52. The next sections of the report reflect the structure of the SOPG guidance in order to understand the Council’s position within the strategic outcomes
planning process.
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4. Shared Outcomes
4.1. The provision of high-quality physical activity facilities is vital to the achievement of the priority health outcomes identified as being needed in East Devon.
EDDC has a number of strategic documents in which sport, physical activity, health and wellbeing outcomes are referred to either directly or indirectly. A
full list of these documents is set out in Appendix 3.

Strategic Vision - Existing Strategies
4.2. East Devon Statement of Intent 2020 - The new administration has produced an interim working document whilst a new full Council Plan 2021 – 23 is
being developed. The vision set out in this document is as follows:
Vision: To achieve a positive difference to residents’ lives and our environment
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4.3. Working towards this vision, the following research and insight has already been undertaken to present an analysis of:

Demographic Make-up
and health profile
across EDDC

A strategic approach
to active travel across
the Local Authority
Area

The positive impact
physical activity
has/can have on
health and wellbeing
within EDDC

Green Spaces
Strategy

Cultural Strategy

Collaborative Working
between Countryside,
Arts, LED, Housing,
Community
Development and
Public Health

Public Health
Strategy

Addressing health
inequalities

Place making and
locality building

Planning policies to
enable and support
healthy lifestyles

4.4. At present, the Statement of Intent sets out a number of key priorities for physical activity, health and wellbeing including:


Reviewing the Playing Pitch Strategy and ensuring the protection of playing fields;



Implementation of the actions in the Public Health Strategy designed to improve public health, wellbeing and the quality of life of residents;
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Promote community well-being programmes through a culture and activities offer, led by the Thelma Hulbert Gallery, Seaton Wetlands,
Wild East Devon, and expand our community development activities;



Reviewing our relationship with LED and the provision of leisure facilities and activities to meet the needs of residents across all
communities;



Promoting health and wellbeing, including healthy lifestyles, physical activity, and good mental health



Completing the already-agreed regeneration projects within our district [Exmouth and Axminster] and delivering a vibrant, sustainable and
future-proof Cranbrook town centre; one which meets the needs of today’s residents and those settling here in the next 10-20 years;



Ensuring that ALL our assets (including car parks) are used in the most effective way and that their development potential is evaluated in
order to support employment, create opportunity and economic growth and prosperity for all.
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4.5. East Devon Local Plan 2013 – 2031 – includes policies relating to provision of infrastructure of both physical and service elements that is adequate for
the population of each locality meeting people’s needs such as health care, recreation space and village halls. There is emphasis on maximising
opportunities for the creation of green infrastructure and promoting active travel (walking and cycling) and reduction of carbon emissions.
4.6. The Emerging Local Plan 2021 – 2041 – places greater emphasis to the value of physical activity and sets out a clear objective to encourage healthy
lifestyles and living environments for all East Devon residents. It refers directly to East Devon’s Public Health Strategy, the district’s aging population and
many dispersed rural communities leading to associated issues of depression, social isolation and loneliness as well as physical activity issues developing
with age. The document recognises the role that Planning has in facilitating the prevention of ill-health, which is a key focus for the NHS and Public Health
going forward. It refers to the need to provide well designed places that will encourage people to increase their physical activity. This includes safe and
pleasant cycling and walking routes between services and facilities, and good access to sports, recreational and play facilities and improved public
transport.
4.7. East Devon Public Health Strategy 2019 – 2023 – The Strategy’s aim is to help more people to be healthy and stay healthy, enhance self-care and
support community resilience and integrate and improve support for people in homes. The strategy is evidenced based and focuses on 3 geographical
areas of Exmouth (Littleham, Town Centre and Withycombe), Honiton Dowell Street/Northcott Lane area, and Cranbrook. These areas have been identified
through the Devon Joint Strategic Needs Assessment as the areas that are in most need of support. The Strategy also focuses on 12 key priority activities:
- physical activity, diet and nutrition, smoking, alcohol use, mental health, loneliness/social isolation, dementia, long-term conditions, frailty and falls,
housing and homelessness, and indoor environmental factors. In the absence of a leisure strategy for East Devon, LED have focussed their community
outreach work on the above priority activities.
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4.8. East Devon Playing Pitch Strategy (June 2015) – This Strategy is now out of date and very few of the recommendations from the strategy have been
implemented. The Strategy identified a lack of good quality football pitch provision and AGPs in all of the main towns.
4.9. The Sports, Leisure and Recreation at Cranbrook Report (March 2015) – this report was produced by East Devon Planning Department to provide a
more in depth evidence base for sports, leisure and recreation needs in Cranbrook. The assessment looks at a number of different housing growth
scenarios for the town and relies on use of the Sport England Sports Facility Calculator in the absence of an up-to-date Sport England Facility Planning
Model. Recommendations include the provision of 2x community sports hubs to cater for outdoor football, rugby and cricket requirements. The report also
recommends that a leisure centre with a 4 court sports hall, 25m x 6 lane swimming pool, 50 station gym, 2 squash courts and a floodlit 3G pitch be built
adjacent to the town centre.
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4.10. A Cultural Plan for East Devon District Council 2017 – 2022 – The aim of this Strategy is to provide cultural activities that can help improve health and
wellbeing outcomes; to use the District’s cultural heritage to bring social benefits through boosting the local economy; and help provide opportunities for
people of all backgrounds to get the most from and enjoy the various cultural sectors that the Council supports. The document also focuses on the natural
environment including the district’s nationally important landscapes, marine habitat, accessible beaches and wildlife and therefore takes a broad view of
culture, ensuring that people can enjoy culture in the outdoors, alongside the benefits of health and wellbeing. It refers to collaborative working and cross
promotional activities of the Countryside, AONB, Streetscene, Housing and Arts based teams; engaging with and delivering actions to improve the health
and wellbeing of older people as targeted within the East Devon Public Health Strategy.
4.11. East Devon Green Spaces Plan 2017 – 2027 – The Vision for this Strategy is ‘’To provide, protect and enhance a publicly accessible network of
diverse and quality green spaces that meet the needs of all our communities in East Devon’’. The Plan refers in detail to the contribution that green
spaces play in improving the health and wellbeing of local residents. A number of key policies have been produced in collaboration with other teams,
ensuring that good quality facilities be provided, utilising S106/CIL monies for capital and ongoing maintenance contributions. The Plan seeks to support
clubs and individuals by providing the right facilities and encouraging participation in outdoor sport. There is also reference to the value of informal sport
and the need to enhance the wider park environment to encourage this. Policy GSP AR 6 refers to providing active recreation opportunities but support,
where possible and suitable, the development of hub sites in association with Devon County Council and the NGB’s. The Plan cross references with East
Devon’s Public Health Strategy and the contribution that green spaces can make to addressing a number of public health key priorities.
4.12. The Council is very proud of the leisure services that it provides for its residents of East Devon and there are good examples of joint initiatives and
collaborative working. However, at present these services are provides without a clear vision and priorities for physical activity, health and wellbeing,
supported by up to date research and insight into the needs of its residents.
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Summary
4.13. It is clear from the above and Appendix 3 that there is a wealth of EDDC policy and strategy documentation supporting healthier lifestyles,
physical and mental health and wellbeing and increased levels of physical activity. There are also good examples of collaborative working
between Council teams and external partners to deliver healthier lifestyles e.g. Community Orchards initiative, Healthy Walks etc. However,
there is no district wide Leisure Strategy which brings together in one document a clear vision and key priorities for built infrastructure,
community outreach, the Active Environment, Active Travel etc based on evidenced needs. As a result, the majority of references in these
documents to physical activity, health and wellbeing are generic or refer back to East Devon’s Public Health Strategy, which is the only
document with clearly targeted programmes of activity and geographical areas.
4.14. The Council’s Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS) is also out of date. Both an up to date and evidence-based Leisure Strategy and PPS are required
to inform the emerging Local Plan 2021 – 2041.
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5. Insight
Borough Demographics
5.1

There are a number of key health and demographic-related issues impacting East Devon residents:
Geography
 East Devon is a predominantly rural district with a low population density of 175 per square km (England average is 427).
 There are two Areas of Outstanding Natural Beauty (AONBs) within East Devon, the Blackdown Hills AONB and East Devon AONB which
together occupy some 66% of the district.



Obesity
 The Public Health Profile for East Devon reveals that the prevalence of obesity in Reception children in 2019/20 was 8.1% which is higher than
Devon (7.4%) but lower than England (9.7%).
 Interestingly obesity levels in Year 6 children in East Devon are lower than the region and England which suggests that obesity levels are on the
increase in the younger age groups.



Inactivity
 Participation rates amongst children and young people varies with higher levels of inactivity in East Devon (26.8%) compared to Devon (23.7%)
but lower when compared to England (29%);
 18.9% of children and young people are fairly active in East Devon (30 – 59 minutes per day) which is lower than for both Devon and England.
However, 54.6% are active (60 plus minutes per day) which is higher than for England (46.8%) but lower compared to Devon (54.6%).
 Overall, the District exhibits poorer participation rates amongst children and young people in comparison to the county of Devon.



Aging Population
 30.4% of residents are over the age of 65, which is higher than both Devon (25.5%) and England (18.4%).
 The percentage of residents aged 85 plus is 4.8% and in Sidmouth it is 7.6%.
 It is estimated that the population of East Devon will increase to 182,780 by 2043 and that those over the age of 65 will acc ount for 37% of that
total; 7.2% will be aged over 85 year compared to 4.1% for England.
 In East Devon, this will lead to increases in those suffering from mild, moderate or severe frailty, and long term limiting conditions. This will in turn
lead to pressure on health service use/cost, long term admission to care homes, mental illness (Dementia is common in frail older people) and
increased falls. Across Devon, frailty is estimated to rise from 2.7% to 3.9% by 2038.
 The number of people with a long term illness or disability is 21% in East Devon compared to 19% in Devon and 17.6% across England (Census
2011).
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With an increasing aging population, the number of paid and unpaid carers is expected to increase. Caring can have a negative impact on the
carer’s physical and mental health.
A large area of the district is rural and poor public transport makes it more difficult for people without a car to access provision in East Devon. It
is likely that loneliness and isolation is a significant issue for a proportion of these residents.
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Financial inequalities, Deprivation and Migration
 Levels of home ownership are high with a significant proportion of houses in the top 3 most expensive council tax bands.
 Affordability of homes is an issue with East Devon being in the top 25% of all local authority areas for leisure prices but one of the lowest nationally
in terms of wages.
 The 2011 Census shows there is a large flow of working out of the district with 41% (18,170) of the working population commuting out of East
Devon to work, primarily by car (79%). Over 63% of those working outside of the district are travelling to Exeter with significant numbers also
going to Mid Devon, South Somerset, Teignbridge, West Dorset and Taunton Deane.
 There are pockets of social and economic deprivation, particularly in areas of Exmouth and Honiton. Shorter life expectancy is seen in areas of
deprivation and areas with a high concentration of care homes.
 There are variations in life expectancy across the district and within towns e.g. Exmouth life expectancy ranges from 77.3 years in Exmouth Town
up to 92.8 years in Exmouth Brixington; a difference of 15.5 years.

LED Community Outreach Programme
5.2

As highlighted in Section 3 of this report, LED delivers a series of outreach programmes linked to Sport England and East Devon Public Health priorities.
These programmes include:


Walk this Way – a scheme to encourage people of all ages including those with health and mobility problems, and those recovering from illness , to
walk for their health. These walks are led by qualified volunteer walk leaders, who have undergone the National Walking for Health training, as well
as training in First Aid and Resuscitation. There are a number of different walks to choose from, graded according to level of difficulty. The walks
programme also includes Dementia groups, mum and baby groups etc. Pre-Covid, approximately 9,000 people attended these walks. The walks are
free of charge.



Active Mums – these sessions are designed to ease mums into getting active, building confidence and strength. LED run an Active Mums bootcamp
at Exmouth Tennis and Fitness Centre. LED has also provided activities for Mums in the new town of Cranbrook where there is a high proportion of
families with young children.



Walking Football and Netball – Led has linked up with Exeter City in the Community to deliver Walking Football in East Devon. Aimed at male and
female players aged over 50, sessions are available at Axminster, Sidmouth and Honiton Leisure Centres and Exmouth Tennis and Fitness Centre.
Walking netball is offered at Bicton College near Budleigh Salterton.
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GP Referral – LED offers a range of referral programmes. This includes FORCE Cancer Referrals for people going through cancer treatment and
dealing with the effects of this, including reduced energy levels, low mood and anxiety. The programme now allows a patient to be assessed by an
experienced Oncology Physiotherapist. This programme is available at Axminster, Exmouth, Honiton, Ottery St Mary, Seaton Fitness Centre and
Sidmouth Leisure Centre. Pulse GP Referral Scheme has been established for over 20 years. The programme run for 12 weeks with 2 sessions per
week and a small charge is made for the initial assessment and pr session. Referrals are made by local GPs, physio departments or similar. The
scheme is offered at Sidmouth, Axminster, Honiton, and Ottery Leisure Centres and Seaton Fitness Centre. A Cardiac Rehab Phase 3 and 4
programme is available for people who have had heart conditions. Depending on the phase you are attending, the programme runs for 6 – 12 weeks.
Patients are referred by their GP or health professional. This programme is available at Axminster, Ottery and Honiton Leisure Centres and Seaton
Fitness Centre. Escape Pain – This is a rehabilitation programme designed to reduce pain and disability for people who are over 45 years of age and
have knee and/or hip pain for at least 3 months. A group exercise programme is offered, tailored to individual needs and is available at Exmouth and
Honiton Leisure Centres and Seaton Fitness Centre.



Weight Management – a 12 week programme is available to help people maintain a healthy weight, increasing confidence, health and mental
wellbeing. The programme allows access to facilities at any time including exercise classes and swimming. You receive one to one contact with your
instructor as well as nutritional advice. This programme is available at Sidmouth, Axminster, Exmouth, and Ottery Leisure Centres and Seaton Fitness
Centre.



Strength and Balance – this is an exercise class for older people who have had a fall or who feel unsteady on their feet. The aim of the classes is to
improve strength, balance and confidence. This class is available at Honiton Leisure Centre.



Ways to Wellbeing - this is a social prescribing scheme. The purpose of the scheme is to enhance a patient’s health and wellbeing, with the help of
a coach, to access non-medical community services. Patients suffering from loneliness, social isolation, mental health issues, physical health and
fitness problems can all benefit from the scheme. As part of the original pilot scheme launched in 2018, LED, alongside the Royal Devon and Exeter
NHS, jointly funded the first full time Health and Wellbeing Coach to cover the Honiton and Seaton areas. As a result of the successful pilot, the Royal
Devon and Exeter NHS has since funded a further 5 Health and Wellbeing Coaches to bring the Ways to Wellbeing scheme to the whole of East
Devon. This scheme went live in February 2019. There are now coaches covering Honiton, Ottery St Mary, Sidmouth, Axminster, Seaton, Woodbury,
Exmouth and Budleigh, collectively. A number of partners were involved in the development of the scheme including East Devon Healthcare and
Action East Devon. The scheme has seen 183 referrals, with 92 patients enrolled fully onto the scheme.



Connecting Actively with Nature (CAN) – this is a programme that supports and inspires inactive people aged over 55 in Devon, Torbay and
Plymouth, to connect actively to nature. CAN is a Devon Local Nature Partnership Programme, supported by Sport England and managed by Active
Devon, working with a range of partners including LED. Activities include walking, gardening, visiting local parks, wild swimming, education in nature,
Tai Chi and forest walks. CAN projects are also supporting social prescribing as detailed above.
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Community and Key Stakeholder Insight
5.3

In recent years, no detailed community user/non-user leisure surveys have been undertaken by EDDC or LED and therefore there is limited information
on residents’ current behaviours and attitudes towards physical activity and opinions on local leisure facilities and outreach services. The last detailed
residents survey was undertaken by LED in 2010 to which 799 replies were received. Headline information obtained from the survey is summarised below:
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42% of respondents had not used a leisure facility in the last 3 months.



98% of respondents saw physical activity as important to health.



65% would like to do more exercise.



41% of respondents considered lack of time to be a key barrier to physical activity followed by the direct cost of the activity (21%).



41% of respondents were unlikely to increase their physical activity levels in the near future.



78% would consider using LED leisure facilities, ranging from 70% in Seaton up to 83% in Exmouth.



39% said that reducing fees and charges would encourage greater use of LED facilities followed by 18% who thought that improving
facilities would encourage greater use.

5.4

As a direct result of this survey, LED invested in a health and fitness facility in the town of Seaton.

5.5

LED does maintain demographic information relating to its facility members (e.g. age, sex etc) and also uses the nationally used Net Promoter Score
(NPS) customer loyalty and satisfaction measurement to find out from customers how likely they are to recommend their product or service to others on a
scale of 0-10. LED also uses E Focus online software for obtaining customer feedback on different aspects of service provision and Proinsight for mystery
customer visits.

5.6

Consultation with key stakeholders was undertaken as part of this report and is attached as Appendix 4.
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5.7

The summary below details some of the key issues that were raised:
Facilities and maintenance
 The existing leisure contract is costing EDDC a significant amount of money over and above the annual Service Fee payment made to LED.
EDDC’s retains responsibility for facility maintenance, and this accounts for a large proportion of the Council’s expenditure. EDDC’s annual
revenue budget is £410k and capital expenditure over the next 5 years will be approximately £300k per annum. This is exacerbated by the fact
that the Council has an aging stock of facilities in need of refurbishment/replacement.
 EDDC’s spend on the leisure portfolio will be significant over the next 10 years due to the lack of investment in recent years.
 There is a need to prioritise which leisure facilities should be invested in, based on evidenced need. A BFS/leisure strategy would deliver this.
 Dual use agreements are dated and are advantageous to the schools and not EDDC (60:40 split on maintenance costs). The Council is not
always aware of changes that the schools make to the buildings.
 It is questionable why Manor Pavilion Theatre is managed inhouse by EDDC but Exmouth Pavilion Theatre is outsourced to LED. Exmouth
Pavilion made a pre-covid surplus to LED of £49,725 yet EDDC retains responsibility for all maintenance.
 Cranbrook’s infrastructure plan includes provision of a leisure centre which would ideally be located in the town centre as part of a health and
wellbeing hub. However, the facility mix has yet to be determined and an up to date BFS would inform this process.
 Seaton lacks free/affordable indoor and outdoor facilities for younger people and teenagers to encourage physical activity. The town also lack
more commercial type leisure ‘family fun’ provision e.g. soft play, bowling alley, trampoline space, climbing wall space etc.



Leisure Contract and Community Outreach
 The leisure contract makes no reference to community outreach work and as such, the Council argues that it has to negotiate for anything seen
as additional. Where LED has undertaken community outreach, as a Trust they have been successful in accessing external funding for initiatives
e.g. health coaches, Walking to Health scheme etc. LED has created good links with key partners in the area e.g. Royal Devon and Exeter
Hospital, Force cancer charity etc
 LED has a monopoly on leisure provision in the district but are very town focussed with little offered in rural areas, beaches, nature reserves,
open spaces, cycle paths etc.
 EDDC has no clear objective policies on future leisure provision, target groups, community pay and play, leisure pricing and community outreach.
At present, LED is influencing EDDC decisions on investment, type, location and cost of leisure facilities/services based on commercial/financial
criteria e.g. moving gyms/studios out of dual use sites (Sidmouth and Axminster).
 Social Value targets should be incorporated into the leisure contract.
 There is a need to utilise other community venues in rural areas.
 Should the Council be re-focussing some of its current expenditure away from LED and to other third sector organisations who are delivering an
equally important service to the community? The Council is currently unable to support other providers financially.
 Cranbrook is an area of focus for LED’s Community Outreach Officer. There is currently no infrastructure in place to support families who have
moved there.
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There is an opportunity for LED to do more joint working with the Council’s Countryside, Arts and Leisure Services Team and particularly the LED
Community Outreach Officer.
There is a need to re-set the relationship with LED. EDDC does not know what value it is getting back from the leisure contract, only the expense.

Health and Wellbeing
 EDDC’s Public Health Strategy is evidenced based and has a clear geographical and programme focus. It looks at reducing the causes of ill
health and protecting and improving people’s health e.g. quit smoking, Sugar Smart initiative, or improving living conditions. In the absence of a
leisure strategy, this document has provided the main evidence base for physical activity initiatives.
 EDDC Public Health officer’s main focus is health inequalities. She used to work closely with LED (e.g. Walking with Dementia scheme) but the
links have fallen away more recently.



Housing Development
 Most of the new housing development in East Devon is close to Exeter including Cranbrook, Axminster and Exmouth.
 The Local Plan makes reference to the Active Environment and walking and cycling infrastructure to support development.
 There is the ability to pool S106 funding and CIL funding. However, the monies available outside of the Cranbrook development are not significant.
The CIL pot is over-subscribed.
 There is the need for an updated PPS and BFS. EDDC needs to look at leisure provision in neighbouring authorities and how this impacts on
current and future provision.



Active Devon
 Sport England is currently reviewing the role of Active Partnerships following the launch of its new Uniting the Movement Strategy 2021. Active
Partnerships will take on a more collaborative, connecting and influencing role at a local level and this will impact on LED who are fulfilling this
role currently.
 SLL contacted Active Devon but was unable to convene a meeting to discuss this study. They will be consulted with as part of any future work.
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Summary
5.8

At present, EDDC has limited insight and evidence of the current needs, behaviours, interests and influences affecting the residents of East
Devon in relation to sport and physical activity. It would be helpful for EDDC to undertake a Community Survey to gather this insight. This
could be undertaken as part of developing a Leisure Strategy.

5.9

Although survey information will be useful, it will only provide an overview of the current situation in East Devon and not address future facility
requirements based on estimated population growth. EDDC is in the process of reviewing their Local Plan to address population growth and
increased housing targets set by the Government. It is too early to be definite about the housing growth numbers that will feature in the new
local plan (the new plan that is likely to cover the period to 2040 – but even this end date is not yet determined).
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5.10 The most recent Government methodology for housing requirements sets out an average annual minimum requirement of 928 new homes per
year for East Devon. However, this number may change. The Council is also some way off determining where in the district future growth will
be located. EDDC is therefore trying to determine future leisure needs for a community that is not there yet, and for locations that have yet to
be confirmed.
5.11 What is clear from the above insight is that the population of East Devon is getting older, and as the district is largely rural with poor public
transport, easily accessible and suitable leisure facilities and services will be important going forward. There is an opportunity for future
programmes to focus on helping residents live well for longer. Obesity and inactivity levels amongst young children are also on the rise. The
balance between built leisure infrastructure and community outreach needs reviewing in East Devon as do roles and responsibilities, taking
into account the proposed changes to Active Partnerships and opportunities to enable communities to deliver activities and services on the
ground, helping build capacity into local organisations.
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5.12 There are pockets of deprivation and inactivity across East Devon but at present, it is unclear whether those residents are using East Devon
Leisure facilities or services. The perception from stakeholder consultation is that the facilities are expensive to use, and that the membership
pricing does not always represent good value for money because the offer, particularly at dual use sites is limited.
5.13 Further input and feedback from key stakeholders would also be useful, particularly from the Council’s Planning Team in respect of future
housing proposals. It would also be useful to have feedback from the organisations/support networks working with the vulnerable/hard to
reach groups.
5.14 EDDC has an aging portfolio of facilities which is costing the Council a significant amount of money to operate per annum. A large proportion
of these are located on school sites with dual use agreements in which the terms are beneficial to the school but not necessarily the Council
or public. It is not right that a non-statutory service (i.e. Leisure) should be subsidizing a statutory service (i.e. Education). EDDC should review
all dual use agreements in their entirety (e.g. Legal obligations, public access hours, Finance etc) and determine what options are available
that are in the best interests of the Council.
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6. Interventions
This report has highlighted some of the current key challenges facing EDDC in terms of sport and physical activity provision locally:

6.2

There are a number of geographical, demographical and facility-based challenges affecting existing leisure provision in East Devon. However, the
immediate overriding challenge is the absence of a vision and key priorities from EDDC regarding future leisure provision across the district. East Devon’s
Public Health Strategy articulates in detail the health inequalities in East Devon and is clear about what needs to be addressed; the provision of physical
activity opportunities has a key role in contributing to wards the reduction in East Devon’s health inequalities moving forward. To do this effectively, and
sustainably, there is a need to understand community needs and priorities and translate these into appropriate interventions – built and outreach services.

6.3

EDDC has a large number of dispersed rural communities. The size of some of the existing rural communities and their locations presents challenges to
the provision of leisure facilities because it costs more to provide a service to fewer people, because less income can be generated. This does not mean
that a service should not be provided, simply that it may need to be delivered in a different way. Stakeholder consultation has highlighted the value that
EDDC places on community outreach in delivering physical activity provision to the wider rural communities, and there is a desire for the leisure operator
to work more closely with EDDC teams on projects e.g. Countryside Team. There is also recognition that there are other third sector organisations who
are delivering physical activity in the rural communities. However, at present, EDDC has no strategy for community outreach across the district and how
this should complement facility provision in the towns.
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6.1

6.4

There has been no detailed assessment of need undertaken by EDDC or LED, other than the 2010 Residents’ Survey commissioned by LED, and facilities
identified for Cranbrook in the ‘Sport, Leisure and Recreation at Cranbrook’ internal report produced in March 2015. These studies are now dated and do
not reflect recent population changes, changing behaviours resulting from the Covid 19 pandemic, competition etc. In the absence of any assessment, all
existing facilities within the leisure portfolio have been maintained.

6.5

There are no Key Performance Indicators included within the existing leisure contract relating to health priorities, target groups etc. Until recently,
monitoring of the contract by the Council has been at ‘arms-length’ with LED often making decisions independently of EDDC.

6.6

The leisure contract is costing EDDC a significant amount financially per annum. This may be in part, due to the age and nature of facilities included within
the leisure portfolio (e.g. 6 dual use sites). The dual use agreements should be reviewed in their entirety and in conjunction with this, EDDC should
determine what value it places on daytime public pay and play provision on dual use sites going forward.

6.7

The facilities are also managed under a long contract arrangement which may have been beneficial to the Council back in 2006 due to the NNDR and
partial VAT savings, but there has been no testing the marketplace since to determine whether the contract still represents good value for money.
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6.8

The leisure contract’s 5 year fixed Service Fee arrangement should be reviewed as this requires the leisure operator to predict any increases in the Retail
Price Index, utility costs etc, and as a result, the leisure operator will be pricing for risk within its Service Fee. Consideration should be given to introducing
a business plan and baseline annual management fee agreed between EDDC and LED which is increased by RPI annually over the remaining period of
the contract. The format in which LED’s accounts are presented to EDDC should be reviewed for ease of monitoring.

6.9

A Local Plan Review will result in new housing development and population growth, but as yet the locations for this growth have not been determined.

6.10 The aging demographic of East Devon means that access to opportunities to be physically active, which has a positive impact on health and wellbeing,
will become even more important for both individuals and communities.
6.11 Growing levels of obesity and inactivity amongst young children which suggests that the existing facility portfolio and outreach provision is not meeting
current needs.
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6.12 The district suffers from social isolation, particularly in rural areas. Approximately 29% of residents over the age of 65 7 live alone. This, couple with poor
and unaffordable public transport provision exacerbates the issue, making it difficult for the elderly to access vital services, including sport and leisure
provision. However, social isolation not only affects the elderly in East Devon. The rurality of the district also impacts on the mental health of young people,
and there is a dependency on car travel across the district.
6.13 There are pockets of social and economic deprivation in East Devon, mainly in the towns of Exmouth and Honiton.

East Devon’s Leisure Provision in the context of the SOPG
6.14 This SOPG Diagnostic highlights areas where there is an opportunity to strengthen the existing evidence base for future provision of physical activity in
the district and the proposed options feasibility work will hopefully ensure that the future direction reflects the shared outcomes and Vison for health and
wellbeing in the Borough. Table 6.1 reflects the above and summarises where East Devon is now in terms of the SOPG approach.
6.15 Overall there is a lack of one document pulling together all the existing physical activity evidence, Vision, Insight and proposals for the way forward i.e. an
SOPG report.

7

East Devon Public Health Profile (LTLA 2021)
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SOPG

Table 6.1: Summary of identified gaps against the SOPG

Shared Outcomes

Insight

Interventions

Commitment

There is no shared vision and outcomes
supporting healthier lifestyles, physical
and mental health and wellbeing and
increased levels of physical activity i.e.
a Leisure Strategy.

Up to date insight regarding residents’
physical activity needs and behaviours
together with data evidencing the
impact and social value of physical
activity will help support key policy and
strategy development going forward
and
inform
physical
activity
interventions.

EDDC
has
made
significant
interventions to retain its leisure
facilities operated by LED. Interventions
include both significant capital and
revenue investment.

EDDC has continued to provide
financial support to LED throughout the
Covid pandemic.
.

There is no up to date evidence based
assessments of individual indoor sports
facility needs to inform the Local Plan
Review
i.e.
A
Built
Facility
Strategy/Leisure Strategy.

Existing insight could be better used to
evidence the needs and priorities for
provision on a place based approach.

Future interventions of any description
need to be evidence-based, so that
investment is aligned to an agreed
Vision, priorities and outcomes for
physical activity, that contribute to a
healthier East Devon.

There is corporate commitment to
physical activity provision evidenced in
various Council documents. However,
its vision and key priorities are not
clearly and consistently articulated in
the absence of a Leisure Strategy.

In other words, future investment needs
to be on the basis of an agreed Leisure
Strategy framework.
There is no up to date evidence based
assessment of individual outdoor sports
facility needs to inform the Local Plan
Review i.e. A Playing Pitch Strategy.

There is no linking together of strategic
need with operational viability

EDDC has started reviewing its current
dual use arrangements, but this should
not be done in isolation but as an
integral part of an agreed Leisure
Strategy framework.
A comprehensive review of all dual use
arrangements is required to fully
understand the legal, financial, and
operational implications to the Council
and options available. This should be
done in conjunction with evidence
obtained of current and future needs.

EDDC is in the process of updating its
PPS.
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Shared Outcomes

Insight

Interventions

There are limited shared outcomes with
other partners in relation to physical
activity

Stakeholder engagement in the Leisure
Strategy is also critical. It is suggested
that the following are consulted with as
a minimum:

EDDC has introduced an LED
Monitoring Forum to scrutinise the work
of the leisure operator which has
included reviewing of accounts on an
open book basis during the Covid
pandemic and determining future
financial arrangements during recovery
and beyond.
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-

-

CCG’s
Public Health
Local Sports Clubs
Parish and town Councils
The Education Sector
The Tourism Sector
Marginalised groups
Organisations representing older
people, younger people, those in
social care, those on low incomes,
those with a disability etc
All providers of physical activity
facilities
Transport
Arts/Cultural Sector

There is no linking together of strategic
need with operational viability

To determine whether EDDC is
receiving value for money from the
current
leisure
management
arrangement, a market testing exercise
(SMT) should be undertaken to inform
future decision making.

There is no up to date evidence based
assessments of individual indoor sports
facility needs to inform the Local Plan
Review
i.e.
A
Built
Facility
Strategy/Leisure Strategy.

Need for up to date bespoke Facility
Planning Modelling reports (FPM) to
inform the supply and demand analysis

Commitment

Consideration should be given to
replacing the 5 year fixed service fee
with an annual baseline management
fee which is index linked for the
remaining period of the contract.

There are limited shared outcomes with
other partners in relation to physical
activity.
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7. Recommendations
7.1
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7.2

The SOPG diagnostic highlights the number of big decisions that EDDC needs to make in respect of physical activity provision across the district. EDDC
recognises the need to introduce a strategic and sustainable approach to planning for future physical activity provision, based on local insight and locality
evidence. The SOPG assessment identifies a number of ‘gaps’ in the strategic approach to provision which all need to be addressed. These are based
around a suite of reports which are usually developed to provide the evidence base for physical activity provision. These reports are:


Leisure Strategy and Built Facility Evidence Base



Playing Pitch Strategy (PPS)



Soft Market Testing Exercise for the leisure contract



SOPG report, reflecting all existing and above information

To help inform the above reports, and ensure that all information is fully aligned, there is a need to:


Undertake a residents’ survey to provide evidence and insight of current needs, behaviours, interests and influences in relation to physical
activity in East Devon.



Consult with Active Devon to understand the changing role of Active Partnerships and how this may impact on the work that LED currently
undertakes.



Undertake additional focussed community engagement with stakeholders who can represent hard to reach groups, and/or hard to reach
groups direct.



Commission bespoke Facility Planning Modelling for Swimming and Sports Halls once the Local Plan Review is completed and outcomes
for housing are known.



Review all dual use arrangements to ensure that they are fulfilling the needs of residents and are financially sustainable for EDDC.



Review the financial arrangements between EDDC and LED with consideration given to introducing a business plan through to the end of
the contract period, replacing the Service Fee with a baseline Management Fee increased by RPI annually, a revised P and L reporting
format to be agreed with EDDC, clearly showing the management fee payment allocated to each site P and L account.



Confirm all financial, timescale and policy elements of EDDC’s commitment to inform and guide implementation of the Interventions.
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Disclaimer
Forecasts and recommendations in any proposal, report, appendices or letter produced by SLL or their sub-consultants are made in good faith and on the
basis of the information before the Company at the time. Their achievement must depend, among other things, on effective co-operation of the Client and the
Client’s staff. In any consequence, no statement in any proposal, report, appendix or letter is to be deemed to be in any circumstances a representation,
undertaking, warranty or contractual condition.
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By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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Agenda Item 11

By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.

Document is Restricted
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By virtue of paragraph(s) 3 of Part 1 of Schedule 12A
of the Local Government Act 1972.
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